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Upfront

Local news, information and analysis

College Terrace Centre wins key approval
City Council initiates zone change for development
that includes neighborhood grocery store JJ&F
by Gennady Sheyner

W

ith any luck, construction
on a new JJ&F Food Store,
offices and low-income
housing — all part of the proposed
College Terrace Centre in Palo Alto
— could begin next summer.
That prediction, from developer
Patrick Smailey, comes days after

the Palo Alto City Council agreed to
a key zone change for the property
at 2180 El Camino Real Monday
night.
The council approval was hard
won: Smailey has been shopping his
controversial proposal around for
five years and in April was turned

down by the city’s Planning and
Transportation Commission.
Smailey said he hopes to come
back to the council with all the details for the development hashed
out by late November — a timeline
he acknowledged to be optimistic.
If the council approves the project
later this year, construction could
begin next summer and conclude as
early as the end of 2011, he said.
The council voted 7-1 — with
Yoriko Kishimoto dissenting and

Greg Schmid absent — to initiate
the planned community (PC) zone
after lengthy debate and persistent
urging from neighborhood residents.
The rezoning will enable Smailey, who represents landowner The
Chilcote Trust, to build about 38,000
square feet of office space and eight
units of affordable housing at the
site, even though the development
would be denser than the city’s zoning code normally allows.

In exchange, Smailey has agreed
to provide two “public benefits”:
subsidizing JJ&F’s rent and building some sorely needed affordable
housing. Under the plan, revenues
from the dense office space would
be used to subsidize JJ&F.
Before Monday’s vote, neighborhood residents pleaded with the
council for the second time this
month to save the beloved JJ&F
(continued on page 7)
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Library
renovations
begin

Trees damaged in
Oregon Expressway work
Eight trees must be removed due to construction
damage, others harmed

‘Musical chairs’ will end
in 2013 with five
refurbished facilities

by Sue Dremann

A

and communication between the
city and county are not in place.
“The planning group is stellar,”
Midtown resident Pam Radin said,
surveying the damaged trees last
Friday. But based on what has been
demonstrated during the pavement
project, the execution — how the
work will be carried out when they
do the road-improvement project
— is concerning, she said.
Workers knocked bark off some
trees at points near the soil that
will cause bacteria and fungi to
infect the trees, Dockter said.
The city has an ordinance
against damaging oaks and redwoods, which are deemed of important value economically and
environmentally, he said.
Steam rollers so badly damaged
one of the oaks that had it been a
resident rather than the county a
fine or penalty would have been
involved, he said.
“They would have been fined
$100 an inch for the damage to the
bark. There was a 12-inch wound
on one of the oaks — a $1,200
damage penalty,” he said.
But Oregon Expressway is
county property, so the city has
little say-so, he said.
City protocol would be to assess the conditions of trees first
and then build accordingly around
them, he said.
“The City Planning Department
subscribes to Hippocrates’ creed:
First, do no harm. In this case, it’s
questionable if that was done at all
by the county.
“What’s unfortunate is that two
different agencies didn’t really
connect. The normal course of
development is to review responsibly and build accordingly with
the trees in mind. But the county

by Chris Kenrick
alo Alto’s game of library
musical chairs has begun.
The July 13 closure of the
College Terrace branch library is
the first in a round of renovations
affecting four of the city’s five library branches.
All but Children’s Library —
which re-opened in September 2007
following a major addition and refurbishment — will be renewed or
replaced by 2013.
College Terrace Library is first in
line for renovation, followed closely
by Downtown Library.
By far the largest project, a brand
new Mitchell Park Library and
Community Center, is slated to
break ground next summer. During the two-year construction, the
library will relocate temporarily to
the auditorium at Cubberley Community Center at 4000 Middlefield
Road.
Plans are underway to adapt the
5,090-square-foot auditorium. Library staff estimates it will be able
to house approximately 13,000
volumes from the adult collection,
4,000 young-adult volumes, 960
media items, 96 periodicals, more
than 5,000 children’s volumes and
numerous reader table seats, study
carrels, lounge seats and 14 computers.
Compared to Mitchell Park, it will
hold about 35 percent of the current
new book collection, 72 percent of
the adult fiction and 52 percent of
adult non-fiction.
The auditorium itself will be the
public area, according to Diane Jennings, library director. Behind the
scenes — in the former Cubberley
High School faculty lounge, cafete-

P

Veronica Weber

sidewalk-installation project
along Oregon Expressway
has damaged several large
trees to the point that city officials have deemed them dangerous. Some Midtown residents are
upset over the mistakes.
“There are numerous instances
along the trail where they just
crashed into trees and used them
as bumper cars,” Palo Alto City
Arborist Dave Dockter said.
The $768,000 Oregon Expressway Pavement Improvement Project links up several stretches of
formerly bare ground with existing stretches of sidewalk on the
south side of the expressway. Pedestrians had no easy way to walk
along the area, which is covered
by dense brush that serves as a
traffic screen for nearby homes.
But the project, which was welcomed by many as an important
link for residents, turned sour
when workers hired by the Santa
Clara County Roads and Airports
Department struck several oaks, a
50-year-old avocado tree and other trees with backhoes and other
equipment.
The roots of some trees were
also severed as workers installed
the sidewalks and irrigation systems between Waverley and
Cowper streets and between Middlefield and Ross roads.
The incidents have raised fears
among residents already concerned with tree removal that
could occur with the upcoming,
broader Oregon Expressway Improvement Plan, which will modify the configuration of intersections to improve traffic flow.
Residents and Dockter said they
are concerned that mature trees
could be damaged if safeguards

Midtown resident Pam Radin checks out the 50-year-old avocado tree
that suffered severe damage to its roots when county workers installed
sidewalk along the south side of Oregon Expressway near Cowper
Street in Palo Alto. The tree is one of eight slated to be removed.
has its own protocol and the city
wasn’t really in the loop on any of
the project,” he said.
Dockter surveyed the damaged
trees and deemed them to be hazardous, he said. Major holding
roots were cut through on some
trees, and 8-inch-diameter roots
were severed on the avocado.
“That tree’s dead and doesn’t
know it yet,” he said. “It provided
so much interesting character to
Oregon.”
A venerable oak had its life expectancy cut short when workers
tore off bark at the soil line. It
probably reduced its life expectancy to 50 years instead of 150.
“That tree is one that will never
live a productive life,” he said.

City and county officials had differences of opinion about the dangers posed by the trees, Dockter
said. A large acacia tree near Cowper Street with overarching branches
has a huge “widow maker” directly
over the pavement, he said.
“We had our difficulties in seeing eye-to-eye to agree even when
there was something that was
clearly unsafe,” he said.
The county had the contractor hire an arborist to evaluate
the trees. That report confirmed
the city’s assertion that the trees
should be removed, Craig Petersen, the county project engineer,
told the Weekly. The county and
(continued on page 5)

(continued on page 7)
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK
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That tree’s dead and doesn’t know
it yet.
— Dave Dockter, Palo Alto city arborist on a tree
damaged in Oregon Expressway sidewalk work. See
story on page 3.

Around Town

COULD’VE BEEN WORSE ...
First the bad news: the state
plans to borrow $2.4 million from
Palo Alto, pushing the city’s
diminishing reserves below the
level prescribed by the City
Council. Now the good news:
It could’ve been worse. That’s
the assessment City Manager
James Keene shared with the
City Council this week after
the state Legislature passed
its latest budget compromise,
including a plan to borrow local property-tax revenues. But
Keene was happy to report that
another controversial proposal
— to dip into city and county
gas-tax revenues — was nixed
in the 11th hour by the state Assembly. Palo Alto was on the
brink of losing about $1.4 million
more — money the city planned
to use for street maintenance,
transportation planning and
sidewalk repairs. State officials
dropped the plan after an outcry
from local municipalities and a
looming lawsuit from League of
California Cities. “There’s some
— if you can say it — good
news in the budget, but it’s still a
rocky road ahead of us,” Keene
told the council.
FRESH TITLES ... July has been
kind to the “interim” crowd inside Palo Alto City Hall. Three
weeks ago, Steve Emslie, the
city’s interim deputy city manager, shed his “interim” status
and took on the more stable
and terse title of “deputy city
manager.” This week, Curtis
Williams, the city’s former “interim planning director” did the
same. The soft-spoken and amiable Williams was unanimously
endorsed by the City Council for
permanent directorship of the
city’s Planning and Community
Environment Department (the
position he, incidentally, inherited from Emslie). Minutes later,
Williams was beginning his first
presentation as “director” when
the council interrupted him with
an unexpected ovation. Mayor
Peter Drekmeier mentioned
all the compliments he’s been
hearing from the public about
the knowledgeable Williams.
Emslie agreed. “He’s better than
that other guy,” quipped Emslie,
who was sitting next to Williams.
Now, the biggest question looming over City Hall is whether
Interim Police Chief Dennis

Burns will be the next department head to lose the “interim”
title. On Monday, City Manager
James Keene announced that
Burns is one of three finalists for
the permanent chief job. That
decision will be made in September, he said.

CHEESY DEVELOPMENTS ...
Imagine Palo Alto as a big block
of Swiss cheese. At least one
member of the city’s Planning
and Transportation Commission already has and he wants
to make sure his vision doesn’t
come to fruition. Arthur Keller,
the most metaphorically minded
member of the hyper-analytical
commission, warned his colleagues last week about the
scary prospect of offices creeping into ground-floor space in
downtown Palo Alto’s major
commercial district. The notion
was prompted by a discussion
about changing land-use requirements for ground floors —
an idea triggered by spiking vacancy rates. “We need to make
sure we don’t turn downtown
into Swiss cheese of retail with
holes of office,” Keller said.
THE AUDIT ... As Palo Alto’s
city auditor, Lynda Brouchoud
is charged with spotting flaws in
local departments, recommending changes and producing an
annual report detailing the city’s
accomplishments. This week,
Brouchoud’s office was on the
receiving end of a major review
and it came away with a national
award. The Association of Government Accountants, which
is based in Virginia, announced
this week that Brouchoud won
a Certificate of Excellence for
the 2008 Service Efforts and
Accomplishments (SEA) report
issued by her office. The report
evaluates every city department
and surveys public opinions of
local services. The organization
evaluated the report’s usefulness to the public and to other
stakeholders interested in effective governing. The group plans
to present the award at the Aug.
3 meeting of the City Council.
The organization’s news release
notes that this is the fifth consecutive SEA award Palo Alto
has won. As a result, Palo Alto
became the first city to earn the
“Circle of Excellence” award. N

Upfront
POLICE DEPARTMENT

Three finalists announced
for Palo Alto police chief

BEFORE

Interim Chief Dennis Burns joins top cops from San Carlos, Fairfield
by Gennady Sheyner

P

alo Alto’s Interim Police Chief
Dennis Burns is one of three
finalists for the permanent police chief’s job, along with Fairfield
Police Chief Kenton Rainey and
San Carlos Police Chief Gregory
Rothaus, City Manager James Keene
announced Monday night.
Burns has served as interim chief
since December, when embattled
Police Chief Lynne Johnson stepped
down following a firestorm of protest over remarks she made in a television interview that were widely
interpreted as endorsing racial profiling. She denied that was her intent
in repeated
apologies.
Keene has
maintained
t hat
t he
search for
a new chief
would be a
national one,
but all three
ca nd id at es
currently
work in the
Dennis Burns
Bay Area.
Keene plans
to fill the post by September.
Rainey, who is black and would
be the city’s first African-American
police chief if selected, began his
law-enforcement career in 1979. He
has spent the bulk of it in the Ventura County Sheriff’s Department.
He took over Fairfield’s top police
job in April 2007 and announced
his resignation from the department
two weeks ago.
His surprise resignation, effective
Sept. 3, came at a time when Fairfield is seeing a marked decrease
in major crimes. The city’s violent
crime reportedly dropped by 20
percent, when comparing the first
six months of 2008 and the same
period in 2009. His initiatives included dividing the city into sectors
and assigning teams of officers to
each sector.
Rainey is no stranger to publicity. He was overseeing the Fairfield
department in September, when

Matt Garcia, the city’s 22-year-old
City Council member, was shot and
killed. Two suspects have since been
arrested.
The Daily Republic, a local newspaper, suggested Rainey’s decision
to leave may have been motivated
by his disagreements with members
of the Fairfield City Council, but
both sides have reportedly denied
that Rainey was forced out.
Rainey was traveling out of state
this week and could not be reached
for comment.
Gregory Rothaus has also spent
the bulk of his career in the Bay
Area. He began his lawenforcement
career in
San Carlos
in 1985 and,
over the next
11 years, rose
to the rank
of sergeant.
Rothaus also
worked on
the San MaKenton Rainey
teo County
Narcotics
Taskforce between 1988 and 1990.
After San Carlos, Rothaus worked
in Hercules and Menlo Park, where
he served as police commander between the end of 1997 and 2005. He
then returned to San Carlos to become that city’s police chief.
Among his most notable achievements in his current position was
starting a mediation program for
young, first-time offenders. The sixmonth program — which earned a
national Jefferson Award for public
service last year — includes counseling, peer groups and community
service.
In a brief interview, Rothaus called
Palo Alto a “great community” and
described the police chief’s job as an
“exciting professional opportunity.”
He noted that the interview process
is still ongoing and said he’d like to
“honor the process” by not making
public statements about the potential challenges of the job.

Burns has been widely expected
to be a finalist for the permanent
job. A 26-year veteran of the Palo
Alto Police Department, the softspoken Burns has earned praise
from Keene and the city’s Human
Relations Commission for his integrity and work ethic. Since Johnson’s
resignation, Burns has implemented
an action plan that includes monthly
meetings with the community, increased diversity training for his
officers and a new citizen advisory
committee charged with assisting
the police department with its outreach effort.
Keene told
the council Monday
night that the
ca nd id at es
were
selected from
a field of 48
applica nts
after a rigorous screening process
that included Gregory Rothaus
two evaluation panels.
“Obviously, the requirements of
the new chief are significant, given
the demands of our community,”
Keene told the council. “He needs
to build strong relationships across
the community, help lead the department and be an active member of the
city’s leadership team.”
The process included 10 outreach
forums Keene held last March to solicit input from the community about
what people wanted in a new chief.
The two evaluation panels interviewed the finalists.
“Palo Alto is a diverse community
of very engaged residents, businesses and neighborhood groups that
expect a lot from its police chief,”
Keene stated in a press release that
accompanied his announcement at
the council meeting. N

Tree damage

considers any tree under 12 inches
in diameter a sapling, so most of the
damaged trees qualify, he said.
“We don’t require a permit to remove trees like that. One of two was
diseased and falling down and then
we damaged it and the other was in
the way,” he said.
A copy of the arborist’s report, by
TruGreen LandCare, obtained by
the Weekly, showed that six out of
11 trees evaluated were more than 12
inches in diameter, with circumferences of 16, 17, 18, 20 and 21 inches.
Two of the trees were not recommended for removal, however.
There is no plan to replace the trees
currently, but the county could discuss
that possibility with the city, he said.
Dockter said he hoped better
communication between the two
agencies would help to resolve fu-

ture issues. Technically speaking,
the county has no requirement to
listen to the city, he said.
But he hoped the more extensive expressway-improvements project would
work out differently, he said. Work in
the median could wipe out old trees if
not properly executed, he said.
“The most important thing both
of these agencies can do is set expectations together with all of the
stakeholders and not leave a lot up
in the air,” he said.
Petersen said he had two walkthroughs with the city prior to the
project’s commencement and the
city had wanted irrigation to be added as part of the project. That caused
most of the problems, he said. N
Staff Writer Sue Dremann
can be e-mailed at sdremann@
paweekly.com.

(continued from page 3)

the contractor will share the cost for
tree removal, but he did not yet have
an estimate of costs, he said.
The report lists nine trees that are
damaged beyond repair and won’t
survive. The county will remove
eight, he said.
He defended the workers’ damages as in many instances being
unavoidable.
“The area has been so neglected for
so many years. ... Really, it was a rat’s
nest. ... Almost all are volunteer trees.
They were growing at weird angles
and were unhealthy,” he said.
“From an engineering perspective, there were dense bushes. It
was so hard,” he said. The county

Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be e-mailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.
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Bay Area

Health Spa

CALL FOR YOUR
FREE CONSULTATION

650-390-9727
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Los Altos, CA 94024
www.bayareahealthspa.com

NOTICE OF FINAL DATES ON OR BEFORE WHICH
DIRECT AND REBUTTAL ARGUMENTS MAY BE
SUBMITTED TO THE CITY CLERK IN SUPPORT OF OR
AGAINST THE BUSINESS LICENSE TAX MEASURE TO
BE SUBMITTED TO THE ELECTORS OF PALO ALTO AT A
SPECIAL ELECTION, TO BE CONSOLIDATED WITH THE
ELECTION ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2009
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that Wednesday, August 12, 2009,
at 5:30 p.m., has been ﬁxed as the ﬁnal date and time when direct
arguments for or against the following measure may be submitted
to the City Clerk for printing and distribution to the voters of the
City. Copies of the direct arguments will be available from the City
Clerk on Thursday, August 13, 2009. The deadline for ﬁling rebuttal
arguments with the City Clerk has been set for Wednesday, August
19, 2009, at 5:30 p.m.
CITY OF PALO ALTO
(MEASURE “___”)
Shall the Palo Alto Municipal Code be amended to establish a
business license tax in order to help maintain the City’s ability to
fund basic City services?
YES
NO

____
____

The polls will be open from 7:00 a.m. until 8:00 p.m. on Tuesday,
November 3, 2009. Copies of the resolution placing this proposition
on the ballot and containing the full text of the measure are available
in the City Clerk's Ofﬁce, City Hall, 250 Hamilton Avenue, Palo Alto,
California 94301.
All materials to be printed in the Sample Ballot regarding the
measure will be available for public examination from Thursday,
August 20, 2009 through Friday, August 28, 2009, at the City
Clerk’s ofﬁce on the seventh ﬂoor.
DONNA J. GRIDER, MMC
City Clerk
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1460 El Camino Real, Menlo Park

(650) 329-8926
CA LIC# 924522

Veronica Weber

Paving the way

“Staying independent
is why I joined
Avenidas Village.”

(650) 289-5405 | www.avenidasvillage.org

International School of the Peninsula
&DPMFJOUFSOBUJPOBMFEFMB1ÏOJOTVMFtљ৭ርᏱਯ
French and Chinese Language Immersion
1BMP"MUP $"tXXXJTUQPSHt  
t/VSTFSZ ZFBSTPME UPth grade
tZFBSTPGCJMJOHVBMFEVDBUJPO
FYFQSJFODF
t"DBEFNJDBMMZSJHPSPVTQSPHSBN
XJUIJOBOVSUVSJOHFOWJSPONFOU

t-PXTUVEFOUUPUFBDIFSSBUJP
t/PTFDPOEMBOHVBHFFYQFSJFODF
required
t&TUBCMJTIFE&OHMJTIDVSSJDVMVN
t5XPBHFBQQSPQSJBUFDBNQVTFT

Call for Tour Information
PVSWJTJUPVSXFCTJUFBUXXXJTUQPSH
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A long-vacant lot at the corner of Hamilton Avenue
and High Street in Palo Alto is being turned into a private parking lot. Sean Garace, Gabe South and Justin Kelly of Bay Cities Automatic Gates on Monday
prepared the lot, which will be used by employees at
Palantir Technologies, Inc., which is located around the
corner at 100 Hamilton Ave.
Local developer Chop Keenan of Keenan Land Company had planned in 2006 to construct a 30,000-squarefoot, four-story office-and-retail building on the site.

In addition, he proposed building a 146-space parking
structure across the street on High.
“The costs became too great and the economy collapsed,” Keenan said of the lapsed plan. “I didn’t want to
spend two to three years going through the ‘Palo Alto process’ of getting the parking lot and building approved.”
Keenan then downsized the proposed 4-story retail
building to a single-story structure.
“I got it approved, but it just doesn’t work,” he said.
“Someday I’ll develop this space.” N
—Daniela Reichelstein, Sue Dremann

Upfront

College Terrace
(continued from page 3)

store by moving the College Terrace
Centre plan forward. Many lauded
the Garcia family, which has operated JJ&F for the past 60 years, and
characterized JJ&F as a community
treasure that the city can ill afford
to lose.
The store has been struggling to
keep up with rising rent payments
and has been considering relocating to Mountain View, according to
John Garcia.
“I think it’s time for the city and
all of you in particular to give (JJ&F
owners) the support they need and
deserve and not allow a valuable asset like JJ&F to pack up and leave,”
neighborhood resident Anthony
Hopkins told the council.
A smaller number of speakers
asked the council to reject the applicant’s proposal and demand revisions. The dense proposal would
further exacerbate the neighborhood’s parking and traffic woes.
Both proponents and opponents of
the project made similar arguments
on July 13, when the council began
the public hearing on the project.
Though the council agreed to
support the zone change, members
expressed misgivings.
Council members criticized the
development team for submitting

Library
(continued from page 3)

ria kitchen and cafeteria line area —
will be space for the Mitchell Park
Library staff and the library system
technical services staff members
who are currently housed at Downtown Library, Jennings said.
When re-opened in 2012, the new
Mitchell Park complex will feature a two-story, vastly expanded
library connected to a community
center. The community center will
be oriented around a central plaza
containing an existing large oak tree
— the oak that stands outside the
current community center.
An outdoor movie screen, snack
bar, art room, multipurpose room,
catering kitchen, teen game room,
early-childhood recreation room
and classrooms all will be included
in the community center.
Once Mitchell Park Library reopens, ground will break for the
expansion and renovation of Main
Library. That project is expected to
take about a year, ending in 2013.
Most, though not all, of the library
upgrades are made possible by Measure N, the $76 million facilities
bond approved by 69.36 percent of
Palo Alto voters last November.

new information about the project
far too late in the application process
and for including too much office
space in its ambitious proposal.
The project’s density was one of
the main reasons the city’s Planning
and Transportation Commission rejected the request in April.
On Monday, Councilman Larry
Klein proposed cutting the office
space by 10 percent — or about
4,000 square feet — but Smailey
claimed the reduction would force
him to drop the project altogether.
“We don’t have 1,000 square feet
to give,” Smailey told the council,
referring to the revenue generated
by office leases. “If the 10 percent
requirement is passed, regretfully I
don’t think we can go forward —
that’s our bottom line.”
The council ultimately dropped
the idea of reducing office space,
but it attached other conditions. One
requires either JJ&F or a grocery
store of similar size to be contractually bound to stay at College Terrace
Centre if the project is approved.
The other condition reduced the
number of affordable-housing units
in the development from 14 to eight,
to allow space for the grocery store
to expand in the future.
Kishimoto, who voted no, argued
that the new offices would create
more traffic and parking problems
in the neighborhood. And the abundance of offices and relatively small

number of housing units would only
add to Palo Alto’s already significant jobs-to-housing imbalance, she
said.
“This takes us entirely in the
wrong direction,” Kishimoto said.
But Councilman John Barton,
who proposed initiating the zone
change, noted that the approval
process is far from over and urged
his colleagues not to “play chicken”
with the applicant over details.
“Only in Palo Alto do we have
this much angst over starting a process,” Barton said.
“We could play chicken on this
and say, ‘Reduce the project here,’
or ‘Reduce the project there.’
“I think we’d lose the grocery
store and that’s ultimately what
we’re talking about here.”
Smailey said the development
team looks forward to addressing
the council’s concerns before asking for final approval. In the coming
months, the project will go through
reviews by the city’s Planning and
Transportation Commission and the
Architectural Review Board before
it returns to the council.
“We’re very pleased with the
council’s action,” Smailey told the
Weekly. “We’re excited to have the
opportunity to go through the process.” N
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be e-mailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.

& hot picks

specializing in new construction,
additions and remodels

650-960-3447

mmfww.com

CUSTOM CABINETMAKERS
specializing in residential
cabinetry and furniture

BEST FITNESS CLUB
Today is a
great day to
get healthy
and ﬁt!
650.944.8555
M-F 6am-10pm Sat/Sun 8am-7pm
1625 N. Shoreline Blvd., Mt. View, CA 94043

Jennings said the city aims to capitalize on a favorable construction
bidding environment by holding
closely to building timetables.
All five construction bids for the
College Terrace project recently
came in under $1.5 million, 40 percent below earlier estimates, she
said. The entire project was budgeted at $4 million, including design,
permitting, special studies and construction.
Work at College Terrace, the only
renovation not funded under Measure N, will take about a year, Jennings said.
When re-opened, the historic library will appear much the same as
before but will feature seismic upgrades, new electrical, heating, air
conditioning and lighting systems,
a new roof, and changes to comply
with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), Jennings said. The
interior will not change significantly except for wider aisles and some

new access points for ADA compliance, she said.
During construction College Terrace’s book collection will be culled,
with some books going to other libraries, some stored and others discarded, she said.
Downtown Library will close in
March, Jennings said, with the $4.1
million renovation slated to begin
April 10.
Remodeling plans for Downtown
Library have not been finalized —
a squabble recently erupted among
library advocates over how many
volumes the new library should
hold — but are working their way
through city approvals.
A three-month gap is scheduled
between groundbreaking on Downtown Library and groundbreaking
on the Mitchell Park branch, Jennings said, placing the Mitchell Park
start time about next July. N
Chris Kenrick can be e-mailed at
ckenrick@paweekly.com.

W W W.OV E RT IM E F IT NE SS.COM

Remodeling, Refacing, more...
Since 1994

650-940-9210
Visit

www.TheKitchenCrafter.com
CA License #709202

Seville Landscape
Construction Co.

Today’s
news, sports

GENERAL CONTRACTORS

2570 leghorn street,
unit d, mountain view
ca 94043

214 Commercial St., Sunnyvale, CA 94085
Tel: (408) 732-2867 or (650) 966-1091
Toll-Free: 1-800-406-0794
www.sevillelandscape.com
CA LIC #545391

Free In Home consultation with
John Beeley,
Bee
CKBR

or by appo
appointment at
1931 Old Middleﬁ
Middleﬁeld
eld Way
W #208, Mountain View
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Upfront

News Digest
Small Cheesecake Factory fire closes University
A small fire behind the Cheesecake Factory restaurant in downtown
Palo Alto closed University Avenue for a time early Wednesday evening.
Four fire trucks, a police car and paramedics van responded to the 6:37
p.m. incident at 375 University Ave.
A restaurant employee said the fire was “a really minor kitchen fire”
that caused the restaurant to be evacuated, but it reopened after the fire
was extinguished.
Fire officials later said the fire “was determined to be a rubbish fire
contained to the rear exterior of the building.”
But firefighters discovered a small gas leak on the main line leading
into the building and evacuated the restaurant until the line could be
repaired, according to Emergency Manager Barbara Cimino. N
— Palo Alto Weekly staff with Emily James

FBI agents arrest former SLAC employee
A former employee of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center was arrested Monday for allegedly destroying $500,000 worth of protein crystal
samples at the lab, the FBI announced.
Silvya Oommachen, 32, is accused of removing 42 cassettes, each
containing 96 separate crystal samples, from cryogenic containers and
placing them on a lab table, according to a complaint filed by FBI Special
Agent Matthew Quick.
Left at room temperature, the crystal samples, sent from scientists or
technicians to be examined at SLAC, were ruined, SLAC spokesman
Robert Brown said.
Oommachen had worked at the Joint Center for Structural Genomics
laboratory at SLAC until earlier this month when her employment was
terminated because she hadn’t shown up for work since June 17, FBI
spokeswoman Patti Hansen said.
Along with the crystals, Oommachen allegedly left three yellow Postit notes with a smiley face that read, “Performed by X Black,” which
Oommachen allegedly later explained was her alter ego, according to
the complaint.
She allegedly claimed she felt “bad karma” associated with her job
at the lab, and that she believed the lab was not being environmentally
responsible by keeping so many protein samples in storage. N
— Bay City News Service

Palo Alto to require wider private streets
Residents behind a grassroots movement to set a wider-streets requirement within private housing developments in Palo Alto won a major victory Monday night when the City Council agreed to adopt their proposal.
But the council’s adoption won’t become official until the city conducts
an environmental review of the new ordinance and publicizes the ordinance in accordance with state regulations. The council is scheduled to
adopt the ordinance officially on Sept. 21.
The initiative ordinance — drafted by local watchdog Bob Moss — requires private streets inside local developments to be at least 32 feet wide,
unless the applicant receives special permission from the city for narrower streets. The ordinance also requires private streets to be excluded
from the city’s density calculations for new developments.
Moss began his campaign for wider private streets after the council
approved the Alma Plaza development in January. The development, like
several other projects approved in the past five years, features private
streets as narrow as 20 feet. Residents have long complained about such
narrow streets, which they argue are too narrow to allow parking or
adequate access for emergency vehicles.
On Monday, the council unanimously agreed to adopt the ordinance,
which qualified for the November ballot after more than 2,000 city residents signed a petition supporting it. The council decision will save the
city about $100,000 by avoiding the election. N
— Gennady Sheyner

East Palo Alto/Palo Alto bus links to be cut?
Four out of six bus lines that link East Palo Alto and Palo Alto may be
eliminated or cut back due to budget cuts by SamTrans, the San Mateo
County Transit District, officials announced at a community meeting in
Menlo Park Wednesday night.
The proposed cuts caught East Palo Alto officials and residents by
surprise and immediately elicited protests.
“There would be no way for people in East Palo Alto to get to the Palo
Alto Caltrain. There are also no grocery stores in East Palo Alto,” said
resident Sara Hassani, who has been following transit issues.
Councilman Carlos Romero of East Palo Alto said at the meeting that
more than half of East Palo Alto residents work outside the city, and
many rely on public transportation, Hassani reported.
Bus routes affected are 280, 281, 297 and 397, SamTrans announced
Wednesday night.
SamTrans is facing a $28.4 million shortfall for fiscal year 2010, a
SamTrans flier stated. It attributed the gap to state funds being eliminated
and drops in both sales tax and interest income.
A decision on transit cuts is scheduled for Sept. 9 by the transit district
board. N
— Daniela Reichelstein
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Upfront

Online This Week
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City of Palo Alto Recreation
presents

San Clemente Rancho

These and other news stories were posted on Palo Alto Online throughout
the week. For longer versions, go to www.PaloAltoOnline.com/news
or click on “News” in the left, green column.

$500,000 in emergency grants for 23 nonprofits

30 minutes from Carmel

Another round of emergency grants for food and shelter programs in
Santa Clara County was announced today by the Silicon Valley Community Foundation. (Posted July 30 at 11:27 a.m.)

Road closures during the Senior Games
The Games should have minimal impact on Palo Alto traffic and
parking, according to Agent Max Nielepko, a Palo Alto Police Department spokesman. (Posted July 30 at 9:37 a.m.)

Senior Games ready to roll
Nearly 10,000 highly motivated athletes of a certain age are poised
to descend on Palo Alto as the 2009 Senior Games begin this weekend on the Stanford University campus and at other venues in the Bay
Area. (Posted July 30 at 9:36 a.m.)

Register Now!
For information and
registration go to
www.PaloAltoOnline.com
OCTOBER 2, 2009
IT P

Is a private recreation resort in the Santa Lucia Mountains 25 minutes south of Carmel Valley. Fishing lakes,
two swimming pools, waterslide, spa, tennis, miniature
golf, all on 2600 acres in a mountainous wilderness
setting. Cabins are available for sale from $135,000.
For information on cabins and memberships contact:

Bruce Dormody 831-659-5949
www.mountain-cabins.com.

Graduate Education at the Frontier of Psychology and Spirituality

Park officials: Budget cuts mean park closures
California could be forced to close up to 100 state parks after lastminute line-item vetoes and other cuts in the state budget resulted
in an estimated $38.6 million loss in parks funding for the coming
fiscal year, California State Parks officials said Tuesday. (Posted July
30 at 9:27 a.m.)

101 stop nets three Oakland murder suspects
Three murder suspects from Oakland were taken into custody along
U.S. Highway 101 late Wednesday afternoon — without incident other
than a miles-long southbound traffic backup that stretched past Woodside Road in Redwood City. (Posted July 30 at 7:35 a.m.)

Caltrain horns getting louder
Locals who have complained recently that horn blasts from Caltrain
locomotives have gotten louder aren’t imagining things. The horns
actually have gotten louder, after the rail agency moved them from the
underside of the trains to the top, according to a Caltrain spokesperson.
(Posted July 29 at 4:05 p.m.)

Palo Alto settles lawsuit over plastic bags
Palo Alto will have to conduct a lengthy environmental analysis
should it choose to expand its campaign against plastic bags, according
to a settlement the city reached this week with a coalition opposing the
ban. (Posted July 28 at 4:51 p.m.)

Juana Briones School principal resigns
Juana Briones Elementary School Principal Michael O’Neill has resigned to accept a new position on the East Coast, the Palo Alto school
district announced Tuesday. (Posted July 28 at 2:09 p.m.)

Steve is passionate about working to help lift children
out of poverty, violence, and neglect.
After earning his M.A. from ITP, Steve founded a
counseling program in East Palo Alto, a culturally rich
but underserved community.
“ITP changed my life, and now, working together with
wonderful ITP interns, we are changing the lives of hundreds
of kids by helping their families strengthen and stabilize.”

Find out more: www.itp.edu/steve
Academic Programs: On-Campus & Online
rPh.D. in Clinical Psychology
r1ĵ%ĶĻ5ŀĮĻŁĽĲŀŁļĻĮĹ1ŁňİĵļĹļĴň
r."ĶĻ$ļŃĻŁĲĹĶĻĴ1ŁňİĵļĹļĴň .'5-ĶİĲĻŁŃŀĲ
r."ĶĻ5ŀĮĻŁĽĲŀŁļĻĮĹ1ŁňİĵļĹļĴň
r."ĶĻ8ļĺĲĻŁ4ĽĶŀĶłŃĮĹĶłň
r0ĻĲ:ĲĮŀ$ĲŀłĶĳĶİĮłĲĶĻ5ŀĮĻŁĽĲŀŁļĻĮĹ4łŃıĶĲŁ
r1ŀļĳĲŁŁĶļĻĮĹ5ŀĮĶĻĶĻĴĶĻ-ĶĳĲ$ļĮİĵĶĻĴ

Institute of Transpersonal Psychology
1069 East Meadow Circle, Palo Alto CA 94303
[ph] 650.493.4430 [email] info@.itp.edu

Open House

First Tuesday of Every Month
7:00 P.M.

accredited by the western association of schools and colleges

Greenpeace mounts morning protest at HP
Employees of Hewlett-Packard Co. in Palo Alto were greeted Tuesday morning by protesters from the environmental group Greenpeace,
who dressed in hazmat suits and scrambled onto the roof of the company’s headquarters in the Stanford Research Park to paint “Hazardous
Products” in large capital letters. (Posted July 28 at 12:29 p.m.)

Bus stop exposure leads to arrest Tuesday
Redwood City resident Jose Edwin Hernandez, 31, was arrested in
Palo Alto at 7 a.m. Tuesday after being caught on a surveillance tape
exposing himself at a bus stop on El Camino Real and Matadero Avenue. (Posted July 28 at 12:20 p.m.)

Council candidate list growing in Palo Alto
A real-estate lawyer, a school activist and a land-use consultant are
the latest three Palo Altans to explore a run for City Council in November. (Posted July 27 at 11:22 p.m.)

Agilent buys Palo Alto-based Varian
Agilent Technologies, Inc., the Santa Clara-based electronic and
bio-analytical measurement company, will acquire the Palo Alto-based
Varian, Inc., for $1.5 billion. (Posted July 27 at 2:42 p.m.)

Resident interrupts burglary on Seale Avenue
Palo Alto police arrested three people Sunday after a woman caught
a man stealing a bicycle out of her garage and was able to quickly report his description, vehicle and license plate information to 911 as he
drove off in a pickup truck. (Posted July 27 at 2:26 p.m.)
Want to get news briefs e-mailed to you every weekday?
Sign up for Express, our new daily e-edition.
Go to www.PaloAltoOnline.com to sign up.
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Upfront

CityView
A round-up of

Palo Alto government action this week

City Council (July 27)

www.matchedcaregivers.com

“Get ready for summer special”
Laser Hair Removal

50%
OFF
first treatment
with purchase of package

College Terrace Centre: The council voted to initiate a change to planned community (PC) zoning at 2180 El Camino Real. The zoning would enable construction of the
College Terrace Centre, which would feature a renovated JJ&F Food Store, about
38,000 square feet of offices and eight units of affordable housing. Yes: Barton,
Drekmeier, Morton, Klein, Burt, Espinosa, Yeh No: Kishimoto Absent: Schmid
Emergency water storage: The council voted to authorize issuing bonds for a $35
million, 2.5 million gallon water tank that would be built under El Camino Park.
Yes: Kishimoto, Barton, Drekmeier, Morton, Klein, Burt, Espinosa, Yeh Absent:
Schmid
Private Streets Initiative: The council voted to adopt an ordinance setting width requirements for private streets, following an environmental review. Klein’s proposal to
immediately adopt the ordinance failed 3-4, with Drekmeier and Burt supporting the
proposal. The council then voted to adopt the ordinance Sept. 21, as recommended
by staff. Yes: Drekmeier, Morton, Klein, Burt, Espinosa, Yeh Absent: Schmid, Barton

Parks and Recreation Commission (July 28)
Greer Park: The commission recommended approval of the Greer Park Renovation
project, which includes replacing the irrigation system and the children’s play area
and improvements to picnic areas, landscaping and the dog run at Greer Park.
Yes: Markevitch, Losch, Walsh, Crommie, King No: Davidson Absent: Dykwel
Bobcat Ridge: The commission heard a presentation about proposed improvements
to the bobcat exhibit at the Junior Museum and Zoo, funded by the group Friends
of the Palo Alto Junior Museum and Zoo. It includes constructing a new area for the
zoo’s two bobcats, demolishing most of the existing aviary and replacing asphalt
and brick walkways in the zoo with a rubber surface.
Action: None

Planning & Transportation Commission (July 29)
Green Building: The commission received a staff update on the city’s Green Building Ordinance and discussed proposed changes to compliance standards. Action:
None

Call for your FREE consultation today

650-565-8683

Palo Alto Laser & Skin Care

701 B Welch Road, Suite 212, Palo Alto zoozlaser.com

We invite you to experience our

BEAUTIFUL RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY

Public Agenda
PALO ALTO CITY COUNCIL ... The council is scheduled to discuss
the Weed Abatement Report and consider an ordinance to increase
the budget for retiree medical costs. The council is also scheduled to
discuss the city’s follow-up to the audit of the Children’s Theatre police
investigation and consider new procedures regarding the alarm penalty. The council’s closed session on labor negotiations is scheduled
to begin at 6 p.m. on Monday, Aug. 3, in the Council Chambers at City
Hall (250 Hamilton Ave.). The regular meeting will follow at 8 p.m.
PALO ALTO BOARD OF EDUCATION ... The Palo Alto Board of Education will hold a retreat Monday, Aug. 3, from 11:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and Tuesday, Aug. 4, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the University Club of
Palo Alto, 3277 Miranda Ave.

V Take a stroll down our walking paths and
lovely landscaped gardens.
V As you tour our spacious apartments enjoy the
view from the balcony or patio.

PALO ALTO ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD ... The board is
scheduled to review and issue a recommendation for 4301 and
4329 El Camino Real, a proposal to build a hotel and 26 condominium units at the site of Palo Alto Bowl. The board is also scheduled
to hold a preliminary review for 801 to 841 Alma St., a proposal by
Eden Housing for a mixed-use development featuring affordable
housing, senior housing and commercial space. The meeting is
scheduled for 8:30 a.m. on Thursday, Aug. 6, in the Council Chambers at City Hall. (250 Hamilton Ave.).

V Take advantage of our many amenities and
concierge services.
V We offer independent and assisted living
options with six levels of care available.

4MFFQ4PVOEMZtAwake Refreshed

Palo Alto Commons is a privately owned
and managed senior residence in Palo Alto.

ND
GRA G
IN
OPEN

Here you'll find a warm and vibrant
environment with a loyal and committed
long-term staff and management.
Please call for a personal tour and be
our guest for lunch. We look forward
to seeing you.
4075 El Camino Way, Palo Alto, CA 94306

650-494-0760

Short term stays are available.

www.paloaltocommons.com
License #435200706
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24 Hour On-site Licensed Nurse Services

The

Natural Mattress
Store
Open Every Day 11–7
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Pulse

A weekly compendium
of vital statistics

Palo Alto
July 22-July 27
Violence related
Assault with a deadly weapon . . . . . . . .1
Battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Domestic violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Misc. sex crime. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Elder abuse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Theft related
Commercial burglary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Fraud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Forgery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Identity theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8
Residential burglary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7
Shoplifting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Vehicle related
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Bicycle theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Driving with suspended license . . . . . . 2
Driving without license . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Lost/stolen plates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Misc. traffic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8
Vehicle accident/minor injury . . . . . . . . .4
Vehicle accident/property damage. . . . .1
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Alcohol or drug related
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Drunken driving. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Possession of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Miscellaneous
Animal call. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6
Lewd and lascivious act . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Misc. penal code violation . . . . . . . . . . .2
Noise ordinance violation . . . . . . . . . . . .7
Outside assistance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Psychiatric hold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6
Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . .2
Unattended death. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7
Warrant/other agency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6
Weapon disposal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1

The Bowman program builds
confidence, creativity and
academic excellence.
Lower School - Grades K - 5
Middle School - Grades 6 - 8

Look inside
today’s insert
for savings.

Individualized, self-directed program
Rich international & cultural studies
Proven, Montessori approach
State-of-the-art facility
Low student-teacher ratio

www.bowmanschool.org
4000 Terman Drive l Palo Alto, CA l Tel: 650-813-9131
NO

nanoo

Answers to this week’s puzzles, which can be found on page 52
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is Now Open at Town & Country
Specializing in high quality European made children’s
clothing. Nanoo carries colorful, stylish, and exclusive designs
by Marese, Red Sound, Catimini, Sucre D’ogre, Miniman,
and others. Renowned for its customer service, Nanoo will
provide an amazing experience while you pick out
one-of-a-kind clothes for your one-of-a-kind baby.
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Menlo Park
July 22-July 27
Violence related
Assault with a deadly weapon . . . . . . . .1
Battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Theft related
Fraud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7
Residential burglary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5
Vehicle related
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Driving with suspended license . . . . . . .2
Driving without license . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6
Vehicle accident/no injury. . . . . . . . . . . .2
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Alcohol or drug related
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Possession of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Miscellaneous
Civil problem. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
CPS cross report . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Info. case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Medical aid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Municipal code violation . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Outside assistance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Parole arrest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Probation violation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Registrant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Suspicious person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Warrant arrest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4

Atherton
July 20-26
Theft related
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5
Vehicle related
Abandoned auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Bicycle stop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Misc. traffic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Suspicious vehicle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2

#34 Town & Country Village
(Between For Eyes and Ambassador Toys)

Sign up today
www.PaloAltoOnline.com

650-321-6266

THE PALO ALTO BUDDHIST TEMPLE

INVITES YOU TO A JOYOUS CELEBRATION OF
BUDDHIST TRADITIONS AND JAPANESE-AMERICAN CULTURE

Saturday August 1, 5 PM to 10 PM
Sunday August 2, Noon to 9 PM.
Palo Alto Buddhist Temple
2751 Louis Road in Palo Alto
between Colorado Street and Oregon Expressway

Saturday
5-10 PM
5-10 PM
5 PM
5:15 PM
6 PM
6 PM
7 PM
8 PM
8 PM
9 PM

All food, game and specialty item booths open
Bonsai, Ikebana, Suiseki, & Mon exhibits
Tolling of the Bell & Taiko Herald
Buddhist Service
Part I: Buddhism & the work of Eckhart Tolle
Japanese Folk Music
Japanese Flute & Harp Concert
Bad Karma Jazz Combo
Qigong Demonstration and Class
Judo Demonstration

Sunday
Noon - 9 PM
Noon - 9 PM
Noon
12:15 PM
1 PM
3 PM
4:30 PM
5:30 PM
6:30 PM
7:30 PM

All food, game and specialty item booths open
Bonsai, Ikebana, Suiseki, & Mon exhibits
Taiko Herald by Temple drummers
Buddhist Service
Part II: Buddhism & the work of Eckhart Tolle
Koto (Japanese Harp) performance
Kendo Demonstration
San Jose Taiko
Japanese Music Concert
Bon Odori (Japanese folk dancing)

For more information call 650-856-0123 or go: www.pabt.org

(continued on page 13)
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PALO ALTO CITY COUNCIL
CIVIC CENTER, 250 HAMILTON AVENUE
BROADCAST LIVE ON KZSU, FM90.1
CABLECASE LIVE ON GOVENRMENT ACCESS
CHANNEL 26
(TENTATIVE) AGENDA-SPECIAL MEETING-COUNCIL
CHAMBERS
AUGUST 3, 2009-6:00 P.M.
CLOSED SESSION
1. City Clerk
2. Labor
8:00 PM or as soon as possible thereafter
3. Proclamation for National Night Out
4. Presentation of the Circle of Excellence Award by the Association of Government Accountants (AGA) to the City of Palo Alto
for the City Auditor’s 7th Annual Service Efforts and Accomplishments (SEA) Report.
5. Designation of Voting Delegate and Alternates for the League of
California Cities Annual Conference
6. Approval of the use of the Secretary of State Ballot Draw Order
7. Approval of a Utilities Fund Contract with West Valley Construction in the Amount of $3,193,143 for Trenching and Installation
of Utility Substructure for Underground Utilities District Nos. 45,
and for the Rebuilding of Underground Districts 17, 19, & 24
(Capital Improvement Programs – EL-06002, EL-09003, EL11008, and EL-10006), and Approval of the Speciﬁc Supplementary Agreement for Joint Participation in the Installation of
the Underground Facilities System Between the City of Palo
Alto, AT&T and Comcast Corporation of California IX, Inc.
8. Approval of a Utilities Enterprise Fund Contract with Casey Construction, Inc. in the Amount of $652,066 for the 2009-2010
Utility Trench and Substructure Installation
9. Finance Recommendation to Adopt a Resolution Approving
the Ameresco Johnson Canyon Landﬁll Gas Renewable Energy
Power Purchase Agreement for the Acquisition of Up to Two Average Megawatts of Energy Over Twenty Years at an Estimated
Cost Not to Exceed $30 Million
10. Appointment of Lalo Perez as City Manager ProTem for September 12-16 Including the September 14, 2009 Council meeting
11. Adoption of a Park Improvement Ordinance for the Renovation
of Lytton Plaza – Capital Improvement Program Project PE08004; Approve an Agreement with the Friends Of Lytton Plaza,
L.L.C., for the Design, Construction and Installation of Park Facilities and Other Improvements at Lytton Plaza; and Adoption
of an Ordinance of the Council of the City Of Palo Alto Amending
the Budget for Fiscal Year 2009-10 to Accept Donations and to
Provide an Additional Appropriation in the Amount of $348,800
and Accept a Donation in the Same Amount From the Friends
of Lytton Plaza, L.L.C., and to Allocate an Additional $50,000
From the Infrastructure Reserve for the City’s Contribution (Not
to Exceed $400,000) to Capital Improvement Program Project
PE-08004
12. Finance Committee Recommendation to Direct Staff to Reexamine the Electric Power Acquisition and Energy Efﬁciency
Policies and Plans
13. BAO for High Speed Rail Support Services
14. Council Approval to Design a Third Party Utilities Zero-Interest
Energy Efﬁciency Loan Program for a Small Commercial Customers
15. Approval of contract with OIR for Police Auditor Services
16. Public Hearing to Conﬁrm Weed Abatement Report and Adoption of a Resolution Conﬁrming Weed Abatement Report and
Ordering Cost of Abatement to be a Special Assessment on the
Respective Properties Described Therein
17. Adoption of a Budget Amendment Ordinance to Increase the
Budget for Retiree Medical Costs Related to the Updated Retiree Medical Actuarial Study – Valuation date January 1, 2009
18. Adoption of a Resolution Amending Green Building Standards
for Compliance for Private Development Projects and Review
of Report on Implementation of the City’s Green Building Ordinance
19. Palo Alto/Stanford Citizen Corps Council (CMR 327:09 & new
Resolution ____)
20. Follow up on Children’s Theatre
21. Adoption of a Resolution Approving the Northern California
Power Agency Amended Third Phase Agreement for Western
GeoPower Incorporated Renewable Energy Power Purchase
Agreement for the Acquisition of Up to Five Average Megawatts
of Energy Over Twenty Years at an Estimated Cost Not to Exceed $102 Million
22. Approval of New Procedures Regarding Alarm Penalty
23. Approval of City Manager Performance Evaluation Criteria
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Margaret (Peggy)
Crane, a 60-year
resident of Palo
Alto, passed away
in her sleep at age
84 early on July 22
after several months
of illness.
Ms.
Crane was born in
Charleston, SC to
John and Alleine Speissegger. With her father
in the navy, she lived all over, including precommunist China and school in Washington, D.
C., where she developed a love of politics. She
graduated Phi Beta Kappa from the University
of West Virginia.
Married to the late Robert Crane in 1946, the
couple moved to Palo Alto where they raised
four children: Bo of Palo Alto, John of Ross,
David of La Honda, and Ann Crane Nosworthy
of Sun Valley, ID. Her last days were spent with

her grandchildren Kelsey, Ellen, Katie, Lyle,
Elizabeth (Liz), Cameron, Sophie, Jack, Walker
and Jackson; as well as daughter-in-laws Kathy
Crane and Kristen Harrison, and son-in-law
Drew Nosworthy. Family friends Rob Bush and
Susie Crane, as well as her grandchildren, were
especially comforting during her last weeks.
Peggy’s sister Elizabeth (Betty) still resides in
Washington, D. C.
Peggy enjoyed decades of bridge with her
husband and close friends. A polished domino
player, she played delightful games for hours
with her family. She was an avid Giants fan
during the Willie Mays era and later enjoyed
traveling the world with her retired husband
Bob. Her family and friends will deeply miss
her clear insights, encouragement and most
of all, unconditional love. Contributions are
asked to be sent to Lucille Packard Childrens
Foundation or Pathways
PA I D
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BETTY COLE LUFKIN
Betty Cole Lufkin,
85, a longtime Palo
Alto resident who was
active in church and
in community affairs,
passed away at home
recently following a
long illness. She had
just celebrated her 61st
wedding anniversary
with husband Paul M.
Lufkin, Sr.
The only daughter of Donnie and Henry Clay
Cole, she grew up in Jackson, TN and attended
Huntersville High School there, where despite
her petite size she was one of the top scorers on
a highly-ranked women’s basketball team. She
attended Union University, also in Jackson, and at
a time when relatively few women studied science,
received a BS in Chemistry in 1945. She then worked
as a chemist at Tennessee’s top-secret Oak Ridge
National Laboratories, which provided plutonium
for World War II’s Manhattan Project.
She met Paul, an engineer (and Yankee from
Philadelphia) at Oak Ridge, and they were married
at the chapel there in 1948. They permanently
settled in Palo Alto with their three children in
1960, where Paul worked for many years at HP. She
enthusiastically chauffeured her three children to
countless lessons and activities, and was active
at both Saint Mark’s and All Saints Episcopal

churches, serving on the altar guild and the vestry.
She returned to work in the late 60’s, ﬁrst as a
hostess at the Palo Alto Newcomer’s Club, where
her Southern charm welcomed countless new
residents to the area. For many years she was an
executive at Farr West Fashions in Palo Alto, and
she also worked at Holzman and Daw real estate
and Abaxis medical products.
Betty was a gifted ﬂower arranger and decorated
the family’s Eichler home with exquisite bouquets.
She loved animals, and was also a big fan of the
San Francisco Giants. She learned to swim in
her 50s and for many years regularly did laps at
the University Club in Palo Alto, where the family
belonged for more than 30 years. In her later years,
she and Paul delved deeply into family genealogy
and did research trips around the U.S. and to
England and Ireland.
She is survived by her three children and two
grandchildren, Paul Lufkin Jr. (Mary Daily) of Palo
Alto, Liz Lufkin (Bob Steinberg) of San Francisco,
and Thomas Lufkin (Petra Kraus), and grandchildren
Leon and Sina of Singapore.
A memorial service will be held at All Saints
Episcopal Church in Palo Alto 11 a.m. Saturday,
August 8.
In lieu of ﬂowers, the family requests donations
to Union University in Jackson, TN (http://www.
uu.edu/advancement/giving/) and Pets in Need,
Redwood
City
(http://www.petsinneed.org/
Donations.html)
PA I D
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city of palo alto recreation presents
The Twenty Fifth Annual

Palo Alto Weekly Moonlight Run & Walk

OCTOBER 2, 2009
Register now at www.PaloAltoOnline

(continued from page 13)
Vehicle accident/no injury. . . . . . . . . . . .1
Vehicle/traffic hazard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Vehicle code violation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Alcohol or drug related
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Drunken driving. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Miscellaneous
911 Hang-up. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Animal Call . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Be on the lookout . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Building/perimeter/area check . . . . . . . .6
Citizen assist. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Construction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Disturbance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5
Disturbing/annoying phone calls. . . . . . .2
Fire call . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Follow up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Juvenile problem. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Medical aid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Meet citizen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Outside assistance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6
Pedestrian check . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Shots fired . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . .4
Suspicious person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Town ordinance violation . . . . . . . . . . . .5
Trespassing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2

VIOLENT CRIMES
Palo Alto
Fernando Avenue, 7/22, 10:18 a.m.; Sex
crime/misc.
Ventura Avenue, 7/22, 4:15 p.m.; Sex
crime/lewd and lascivious.
Monroe Drive, 7/23, 9:56 p.m.; Elder
abuse/physical.
Monroe Drive, 7/24, 8:30 a.m.; Elder
abuse/physical.
University Avenue, 7/25, 1:09 a.m.; Battery/simple.
Bryant Street, 7/25, 9:14 p.m.; Assault w/
a deadly weapon.
Ramona Street, 7/26, 2:11 a.m.; Battery/
simple.
Southwood Drive, 7/27, 2:33 p.m.; Domestic violence/battery.
Newell Road, 7/27, 11:27 p.m.; Domestic
violence/battery.

Menlo Park
Willow Road, 7/22, 4:28 p.m.; Battery.
Henderson Pl. , 7/25, 6:50 p.m.; Assault
with deadly weapon.

Transitions
Deaths
Margaret Haneberg

Margaret
“Peg”
Russell
Haneberg, 98, a resident of Palo
Alto, Portola Valley, and Menlo
Park for more than 50 years, died
July 1 in Belmont from complications due to Alzheimer’s disease.
She was born in Los Angeles,
Calif., and spent much of her life
living in the state. She graduated
from Pomona College and attended
the University of Southern California.
During World War II she served
as a recreation worker in the American Red Cross. She met her husband, Walter Haneberg, who was
wounded in the Battle of the Bulge,
while stationed at Letterman Hospital in San Francisco.
Her interests included music,
travel and conservation. She was
active in the Bay Area community,
serving as a 4-H leader and volunteering for many civic activities.
She was also among the first class
of docents at the Cantor Arts center
at Stanford.
She is survived by her daughter,
Margaret Haneberg of San Carlos,
Calif., and nieces Ann Myhre, Jane
Wooster, and Mary Russell.
Donations may be made in her
memory to the American Red
Cross in San Francisco, or the Alzheimer’s Association, 2065 W. El
Camino Real, Mountain View, CA
94043.

CHARLES ARMSTRONG SCHOOL
40 years of serving children with language-based learning differences






Low Cost Divorce/Living Trust

PARALEGAL SERVICES
INCLUDES:
UÊ ÛÀViÊfx{
UÊÊÛ}Ê/ÀÕÃÌÃÊf{
UÊÊVÀ«À>ÌÃÉ ÊfÓÓ
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Day school grades 1-8
Simultaneous multi-sensory instruction
Full academic curriculum
6:1 student-teacher ratio
Fully WASC accredited

Now accepting applications for the 09-10 school year
Kyle & Koko

Contact Christy Cochran at 650.592.7570
ext. 237 or cochran@charlesarmstrong.org.
For more information visit the admissions
section at www.charlesarmstrong.org.

230 S. California Ave.,#103
Palo Alto, CA 94306
650-324-3800
*

Charles Armstrong School • 1405 Solana Dr.
Belmont CA 94002-3653

Paralegals are not lawyers and cannot represent customers or give legal advice. Services are provided
at customer’s request. Prices do not include court or ﬁling fees. Santa Clara County LDA #72.
*Formerly We The People

*5.% ",!#+!,,%2 30)%+%2
 
Died after a brief illness on Saturday, July 18, 2009 at the age of
88. Wife of Warren Edward Spieker for almost 67 years, they met on a
cruise ship bound for Samoa in her school days. Traveling the world
was a passion that they shared during their life together, seeing and
exploring over 200 countries. Raised in Piedmont, she attended Cal,
Berkeley and converted her husband Warren, a Stanford grad, and
entire family into Cal fans. Mother of 4, grandmother of 13, and great
grandmother of 12, family was the mainstay of her long life; all of her
family survives her. She was devoted to her volunteer experience at
Stanford Hospital where she was a Pink Lady for scores of years. She
maintained many friends from her volunteer days at the hospital who
joined her for afternoons learning and playing Bridge. She always
had a needlepoint project in hand that she may have designed as well
as created. Settling down with her Cavalier King Charles spaniels
and a good box of candy were sheer delight to June.
In lieu of flowers, the family asks that donations be made in
memory of June B. Spieker to the Lucile Packard Foundation for
Children’s Health, 400 Hamilton Avenue, Suite 340, Palo Alto, CA
94301. Online donations may also be made at supportlpch.org. A
Memorial Mass at Nativity Church was celebrated with her family.
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NANCY CONDON
June 30, 1936 – July 24, 2009
Born in Casper, Wyoming, an answer to the prayers of her parents,
Clifford and Eileen Goodman, Nancy was a California resident since
1961, and resided at Lytton Gardens in Palo Alto since June, 2000.
Diagnosed with two years to live in 1972, she subsequently
experienced God’s Love and the Power of the Holy Spirit in radically
life-changing ways.
As Nancy began to grow in the Grace and Knowledge of our Lord Jesus
Christ, she devoted herself to Jesus through prayer and by encouraging
and equipping intercessors throughout Northern California, forming a
network which eventually became Northern California Intercessors in
1992, and continues for His Glory today.
Nancy looked forward to going to her eternal home with Jesus, her
Savior and Lord. She is survived by her beloved son Joe Thomas, his
wife Ruth, grandchildren, Amanda, Philip, Trisha and SSgt. Jason and
Lilly Thomas, and sister Mary Mayberry, as well as many prayer partners
and friends.
Mass of the Resurrection will be celebrated at St. Albert the Great
Church, 1095 Channing in Palo Alto at 2:30 p.m. on Sunday August 2.
A service will also be at Lytton Gardens.
PA I D
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At the age of 86, Gloria Fontana Tomars passed away peacefully at Stanford University Medical Center on the morning of July 24, 2009 after staging a courageous battle with breast cancer for over three years.
She was the second child born to Valerio and Annunziatina Fontana of
Colma, California. While Gloria was raised in Colma, she and her family
lived with her grandparents in Civitanova, Italy for two years in 1929 and
1930. After returning to Colma, she attended and graduated from Jefferson
Elementary and Jefferson High Schools.
She married Michael Tomars in 1960 after a blissful courtship of four
months. Their only child, Michael Jr. was born in 1964. The Tomars family resided at the Fontana homestead in Colma until Gloria, Michael, and
Michael Jr. relocated to Saratoga, California in 1973. The family ultimately
settled at their current residence in Portola Valley, California in 1984.
Gloria was an active and enthusiastic volunteer at Filoli, a private property of the National Trust for Historic Preservation located in Woodside,
California. For over eight years, Gloria took great delight in creating a
variety of items, all of which were sold in the Filoli gift shop. Gloria often
spoke of the volunteers at Filoli and of the many lasting friendships that she
developed while working with this group. On a weekly basis, Gloria also
took pleasure in walking through the peaceful gardens of Filoli.
During their marriage, Gloria and her husband traveled extensively
throughout the world, and particularly enjoyed their many adventures to
Europe with her brother, Elio Fontana and sister-in-law, Louise. She also
enjoyed multiple visits with her family to exotic destinations in the South
Paciﬁc. In her spare time, Gloria also enjoyed culinary arts, horticulture,
playing the piano, attending musical theatre and opera, and serving as a
constant inspiration to her son.
She is survived by Michael, her devoted husband of nearly 50 years;
her loving son, Michael Jr.; her much beloved brother, Elio; sister-in-law;
Louise; niece, Valerie Anderson and her husband, Dale Anderson; nephew,
Mark Fontana; three grandnieces; and one grandnephew. She is also survived by many cousins located in the United States and Italy.
Throughout her diagnosis, numerous treatments, and days in the hospital, Gloria spent her time focusing on life’s positive attributes and propping
up the spirits of other women battling breast cancer instead of worrying
about her own afﬂiction. During the last year of her struggle, Gloria often
commented how lucky she was to have the constant support of her husband, son, brother, and niece. Gloria was also thankful for the personal
attention rendered by her medical team at the Stanford Cancer Center. Her
charm and warmth will be sadly missed by family and friends. Gloria will
be remembered as a gracious lady who inspired others to seek out the
positive aspects of life.
A funeral mass will be held at 10:00 a.m. on Saturday, August 1, 2009
at Our Lady of the Wayside Church, 930 Portola Road, Portola Valley. A
reception with refreshments will follow at 12:30 p.m. at The Ranch House,
Portola Valley Ranch where attendees are encouraged to share personal
stories of interactions with Gloria.
A private gathering for family and close friends was held at 11 a.m. on
Tuesday, July 28, 2009 at Cypress Lawn Funeral Home, 1370 El Camino
Real, Colma, to be followed by entombment in the Fontana family chapel at
the Italian Cemetery.
In lieu of ﬂowers, the family requests that contributions in the name of
Gloria Fontana Tomars be made to the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer
Foundation or to the charity of their choice.
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Editorial

Senior Games redefine
what ‘senior’ means
Nearly 10,000 participants from the over-50 set
— some nearly twice that age — are arriving
in Palo Alto for fun and as role models

A

remarkable event will be rolling out over the next two weeks in the
Palo Alto area: Nearly 10,000 older athletes will be participating
in a huge array of sporting events as part of the nationwide Senior
Games, once known as the Senior Olympics.
Hotels are filling up as the athletes, families and friends drift into
town for at least part of the games in the first half of August.
As a result, the event is expected to bring in nearly $35 million to
area businesses, including an emphasis on “dine downtown” in Palo
Alto on some nights, a benefit for the city’s $350,000 contribution to the
games in cash and in-kind services.
But the real impact of the games will be on the perception that the
elders of this generation are doing things that their parents would never
have dreamed of doing “at our age.”
The excitement of the games — ably spearheaded by one-time
Olympic swimmer Anne Warner Cribbs of Palo Alto — has spread
far beyond Palo Alto and neighboring communities, from which about
1,800 volunteers have emerged to help with everything from giving out
directions and stainless-steel water bottles to helping keep things neat.
Free nightly entertainment events will regale visitors and residents
alike.
Corporate sponsors are providing a variety of supplies, including
a mind-boggling quantity — nearly 48,000 — of bananas from San
Francisco-based Del Monte Foods. Other contributions range from
thousands of oranges from Whole Foods to Hobee’s locally famous
coffee cake.
An effort to make the games
more “green” is highlighted by
But the real lesson of the the creation of a “solar torch”
Senior Games should
and a huge solar “cauldron”
not be the “superhero” (in lieu of traditional fire) by
Palo Alto-based IDEO, and
examples but the
by moving away from plastic
thousands of younger
water bottles to thousands of
older persons enrolled, stainless-steel keepsake bottles
plus “hydration stations” to refill
in their 50s, 60s, 70s
them. A glitch in the bottle plan
and 80s. They have
occurred when customs agents
discovered an adage as held up the shipment in Long
Beach, until U.S. Sen. Dianne
old as humanity: that
Feinstein helped break them
“our bodies are made to loose.
Details on the Senior Games
move.”
website (www.2009seniorgames.
org) show an equally boggling array of 24 athletic events planned
during the two weeks at various locations. All are free and open to the
public, as are entertainment events during the evenings.
The Weekly, as a media sponsor, will also provide coverage
of the games, principally through its community website, www.
PaloAltoOnline.com, and by publishing a daily newspaper during the
games, providing results, schedules and profiles of some of the amazing
participants.
One such participant is Daniel Bulkley, 92, who has traveled from
Phoenix, Ariz., to participate in the 200-meter race. He’s concerned
about lacking competitors in the race, noting that “it’s no fun” without
competitors in his age category. He also notes he has trouble running
longer distances these days.
“I liked it when I was younger,” he said — a phrase that will resonate
with virtually every older person as years weigh down their endurance
and abilities.
Other participants are approaching or have reached the century mark
in their lives, still active and having a good time at it.
But the real lesson of the Senior Games should not be the
“superhero” examples but the thousands of younger older persons
enrolled, in their 50s, 60s, 70s and 80s. They have discovered an adage
as old as humanity: that “our bodies are made to move,” as one Palo
Alto physician phrased it a quarter century ago.
Movement, even walking, swimming or moderate exercise 30
minutes a day, has immense benefits to young and old alike. But as
years pass movement becomes increasingly vital to good health, both
physical and emotional, according to study after study.
That should be the take-home lesson from these games for everyone
involved: seniors and their children, grandchildren and friends. Invite
your older relatives or friends for a walk. For the elders, take your
grandkids for a walk or hike.
Our bodies are made to move.
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Spectrum
Editorials, letters and opinions

Need for hospital
Editor,
As a long-time resident of the Palo
Alto area, I am well aware of the
complex issues facing our community in terms of both needed growth
and quality of life. We are fortunate
to have the unique combination of
natural and architectural beauty,
high-quality arts programming,
cutting-edge technology, a superb
university and world-class medical
care all readily available to us.
As a community, we struggle to
maintain these resources that make
living here so attractive while at the
same time addressing the needs of
an increasingly diverse population
and the challenges of providing adequate housing for our civil servants
and others who work here.
The current hospital and medicalschool buildings were built during
the Eisenhower era and are both seriously outdated and inadequate.
My personal example illustrates
the need for improving the size and
patient capacity within the Medical
Center. This past July, I severely dislocated and broke three bones in my
ankle. The ambulance was unable
to bring me to Stanford Hospital
even though I am a faculty member
and live on campus because it was
overcrowded and not accepting any
more trauma patients.
I was rerouted to the ER at El
Camino Hospital. This rerouting adversely affected the quality of medical care in several ways. First, my
surgeon who has been caring for me
and my family members for many
years is not on staff at El Camino
and could not take care of me.
Second, the increased time involved led to some vascular compromise of my foot, particularly
problematic since I am diabetic.
Third, the nature of the injury required urgent surgery which had to
be postponed until the next day because my surgeon could not operate
at El Camino Hospital.
Fortunately the outcome of the injury is good, despite the delays that
the overcrowded emergency room
caused. The new hospital will have
an emergency room that is three
times its current size but expects
only 20 percent increase in patient
load. This will mean that trauma patients will not have to be rerouted,
which is extremely important since
Stanford is the only ER in the area
rated as a major trauma center.
In addition, stroke and heart-attack patients will be able to get stateof-the-art care in a timely manner,
which is crucial for effective care of
these conditions. Patients waiting
for admission to the hospital will
no longer have to linger on gurneys
in the halls of the emergency room,
waiting for a bed to become available. As shown in the recently submitted updated proposal, the new
hospital will be of benefit to Palo
Alto in many ways.

I sincerely hope that the Palo Alto
City Council can recognize the importance of approval of the Stanford project, not only to maintain
the quality of Stanford’s medical
reputation but also for the service
and quality of care it provides all
our citizens.
Terry Winograd
Stanford

Airport is important
Editor,
Palo Alto Airport (PAO) is an important community resource.
The airport serves as an important gateway to our city and aids
the Destination Palo Alto program.
PAO ranked 56th nationwide among
non-air-carrier airports as a terminus for flights. Whether it is for a
business meeting, to see family or a
Stanford football game, visitors fly
into our airport every day and spend
money here.
The City Council has recognized
the value of our airport on numerous occasions. The city’s Comprehensive Plan recognizes PAO as an
integral part of our community.
Most pilots are not the über-rich
that some have characterized. We
don’t accuse others of elitism be-

cause they have a boat or a second
home. Most of the pilots I know
spend a significant portion of their
income to maintain their aircraft
and their proficiency.
There are literally dozens of reasons pilots fly. Yes, recreation. But
also training, personal transportation, client visits, environmental
stewardship, medical transport,
search and rescue, and many other
valuable and time saving endeavors.
The half-mile of runway at Palo
Alto is short compared to most airports. But it is our on-and-off ramp
to the nation’s airways. From PAO
my family and friends can be almost
anywhere in the western United
States within hours. And yes, I use
less gas than the typical SUV.
PAO contributes to the local economy, and does not use taxpayer dollars. This is well documented, and
given the opportunity, the airport
will continue to serve Palo Altans
well into the future.
Bob Lenox
Webster Street
Palo Alto

YOUR TURN
The Palo Alto Weekly encourages comments on our coverage or on
issues of local interest.

What do you think? Are you planning to attend any Senior Games
events?
Submit letters to the editor of up to 250 words to letters@paweekly.com.
Include your name, address and daytime phone number so we can reach you.
We reserve the right to edit contributions for length, objectionable content, libel
and factual errors known to us. Anonymous letters will generally not be accepted.
You can also participate in our popular interactive online forum, Town
Square, at our community website at www.PaloAltoOnline.com. Read
blogs, discuss issues, ask questions or express opinions with you neighbors any
time, day or night.
Submitting a letter to the editor or guest opinion constitutes a granting of permission to the Palo Alto Weekly and Embarcadero Publishing Co. to also publish
it online, including in our online archives and as a post on Town Square.
For more information contact Editor Jay Thorwaldson or Online Editor Tyler
Hanley at editor@paweekly.com or 650-326-8210.

Guest Opinion
Palo Alto should nourish,
not abandon, its airport
by Ralph Britton
he Palo Alto Airport has become a
focus for discussion as the city’s Composting Blue Ribbon
Task Force has recommended using a portion
of it to create a site for
a new composting facility. And the economic
viability of the airport
has once again been questioned.
The proposed site for a new composting facility would be created
by relocating a portion of Embarcadero Road onto airport land, to create a composting site adjacent to the
Wastewater Treatment Plant.
The airport operates on a site that
is extremely small to support the
historic and current level of use.
An Airport Master Plan developed
in 2005 for Santa Clara County
shows uses planned for the area,
some needed to meet FAA safety
requirements. The land is used for
helicopter operations currently and
provides a safety buffer.
The County Roads and Airports
Draft Business Plan of January 2006
calls for the county to minimize investment and limit FAA grant requests to safety-related items, and
ìto fulfill its lease obligation until
2017, but terminate its involvement
at that time, or earlier if desired by
the City.

T

In spite of all, the Palo
Alto Airport is a busy
and vital community
asset. It has survived
because it is needed.
If it continues to
be treated as an
unwanted stepchild,
it will become a Third
World facility.
Then-Mayor Judy Kleinberg
formed the Palo Alto Airport Working Group, which included people
representing community interests
who were well qualified to analyze
the financial aspects.
The working group reported to
the council on June 4, 2007 that the
airport provides valuable community services, is a vital resource in
case of a major incident or natural
disaster, is self-supporting, produces
significant property taxes, and has
potential for generating more funds
for operations, maintenance and
improvements. The city auditor disputes the county’s claim that Palo
Alto owes the county for past improvements.
The group warned that the countyís business plan is one of disinvestment in the airport, which will
result in deterioration if the county
continues to operate the airport until
the end of the lease in 2017. It urged
the city to take over the airport at
the earliest feasible time.
The council directed staff to come
up with a plan to take over the air-

port within three years.
A respected aviationconsulting firm has
been engaged to evaluate management alternatives and report back by
the end of 2009.
As co-chair of the
working group, I stand
by its findings, especially in its determination that the airport has
been self-supporting in the past and
can be in the future. It is hard to find
another community asset providing
such substantial benefits to the community without cost.
Palo Alto has had an airport since
1928. Originally adjacent to the
Stanford Stadium, it was moved to
the baylands in 1935. Since then the
two runways have been reduced to
one, a tower and runway and security lighting have been added.
The airport community has made
palpable efforts to ensure minimal
impact from operations and to make
the airport a desirable part of the
recreational assets of the baylands.
A Joint Community Relations Committee meets monthly to deal with
noise and safety issues. Pilots are
regularly counseled on procedures
to minimize noise. An airport business owner paid for major sound
attenuating improvements to the
Baylands Interpretive Center.
Nevertheless, for years pressure
from groups wishing to marginalize if not eliminate the airport has
resulted in its suffering from malignant neglect. Reasonable proposals for improvements have been
summarily rejected. The Baylands
Master Plan prohibits “changes in
the airport activities that will increase the intensity of airport use or
will significantly intrude into open
space”. This vague statement has
regularly been interpreted to prohibit all changes.
In fact, the single short runway
limits aircraft operations and smallplane aviation is not growing, thus
intensity of use is fundamentally
limited.
There are improvements that
could help make the airport more
financially solid, provide a better environment for the storage of
aircraft and reduce the airport’s
environmental footprint. “Green”
modifications might include adding many kilowatts of photovoltaic
power and converting some areas to
permeable paving to reduce runoff.
None of these improvements would
in any way negatively impact the experience of baylands visitors.
In spite of all, the Palo Alto Airport is a busy and vital community
asset. It has survived because it is
needed. If it continues to be treated
as an unwanted stepchild, it will become a Third World facility.
Palo Alto is a city proud of what it
offers its citizens; its airport should
be worthy of pride as well. N
Ralph Britton is a small-plane
pilot and Palo Alto resident. He
has served as co-chair of the Palo
Alto Airport Working Group. He
can be e-mailed at ralphbritton@
sbcglobal.net.

VTA Public Meetings:
August 10-13, 2009
Proposed Transit Service Reduction Plan
Due to continuing declines in economic conditions, the Santa Clara Valley
Transportation Authority (VTA) is proposing to reduce bus and light rail services.
On August 10-13, 2009, VTA will hold seven public meetings to discuss the proposed
transit service reduction plan and to obtain the public’s comments on the plan. If the
VTA Board of Directors approves the plan at its October 1, 2009 meeting, the transit
service reductions will take effect on January 11, 2010. The Service Reduction Plan is
available on VTA’s website, www.vta.org/servicereductions.
The general public is invited to attend any of these meetings. If you are unable to
attend these meetings, you may submit your comments:
In writing to: VTA Customer Service
3331 North First Street, Bldg B
San Jose, CA 95134-1927
By email:

customer.service@vta.org

By phone:

(408) 321-2300
Hearing impaired (TTY only) at (408) 321-2330

By fax:

(408) 321-7535

If you require a sign language interpreter or other accommodations at these public
meetings, please call VTA Customer Service (at least five days prior to the meeting
date) at (408) 321-2300 or hearing impaired (TTY only) at (408) 321-2330.

Locations and Dates of VTA Public Meetings
Campbell
Monday, August 10, 2009
7:00 p.m.
Campbell Community Center
Roosevelt Community Room
1 West Campbell Avenue, Campbell
This location is served by VTA Bus
Lines 26 and 60.
San Jose
Tuesday, August 11, 2009
3:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Isaac Newton Senter Auditorium
County Government Center
70 West Hedding Street, San Jose
This location is served by VTA Bus
Lines 61, 62, 66, 181, and by VTA
Light Rail.
Mountain View
Wednesday, August 12, 2009
3:00 p.m.
City Council Chambers
500 Castro Street, Mountain View
This location is served by VTA Bus
Lines 22, 35, 51, 52, 522, and by VTA
Light Rail.

San Jose
Wednesday, August 12, 2009
6:00 p.m.
Almaden Branch Library
6445 Camden Avenue, San Jose
This location is served by VTA Bus
Line 63.
San Jose
Thursday, August 13, 2009
3:00 p.m.
Dr. Roberto Cruz - Alum Rock Branch
Library
3090 Alum Rock Avenue, San Jose
This location is served by VTA Bus Lines
25, 45 and 71.
Milpitas
Thursday, August 13, 2009
7:00 p.m.
Milpitas Public Library, Room A
160 N. Main Street, Milpitas
This location is served by VTA Bus
Line 66.
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GETTING THEIR GAMES ON
30,000 people expected at 2009 Summer National Senior Games, starting this weekend

A

READ MORE ONLINE

www.PaloAltoOnline.com
Every day, the Senior Games will be reported online, with feature stories, competition results and other news posted
at Palo Alto Online. Video of Saturday’s
Flame Arrival Ceremony will be posted
on Sunday.

ning, a solar-power torch will arrive
on Caltrain, be carried throughout
the Stanford campus, and then arrive at Martin Luther King Jr. and
Coretta Scott King Plaza in front of
Palo Alto City Hall for the cauldronlighting ceremony.
Louis Trujillo, for one, is looking
forward to the Games.
“This is the most exciting thing.
I’ve never been out to Northern
California. It’s a beautiful place,”
said Trujillo, who is well under
50 and the event manager for Zia
Graphics, an Albuquerque, N.M.,
company supplying Senior Games
sportswear, T-shirts, mugs, patches
and other memorabilia.
He was on the Stanford campus
Tuesday, setting up the Games gift
shop.
The carpet in the gift shop tent
still smelled new and the walls were
lined with metal grids and racks,
all driven in from New Mexico in
three large trucks, two vans and a
trailer packed with merchandise and
equipment, he said.
“It’s been spectacular. This is the
biggest event we’ve ever taken on,”
he said.
So far, things have gone smoothly,
but Trujillo worried just a bit that
perhaps some box of T-shirts important to the whole plan was forgotten
back home.
Across the way, Ian Mayne was
supervising the site build-out for
e2k, a Mountain View event company that is co-producing the Games.
Scores of workers toiled to get
more than 45 vendors’ tents and
medical stations in place. Colorful
banners in red, blue, yellow and
green proclaiming “Long Live the
Challenge” — the Games’ motto —
and “Welcome Athletes” snapped in
the wind from flag poles.
Noticeably age-appropriate booths
also stood at the ready: AstraZeneca, sponsor of the Athlete Village;
Avenidas, a Palo Alto nonprofit for
seniors and their families; Administration on Aging; Home Instead
Senior Care; and Palo Alto Commons.
Mayne said he and his crew have
been challenged by the amount of
activity at Stanford this week “at every hour of the day and night.”
Try constructing a music stage
with heavy equipment quietly while
the Bank of the West Women’s Tennis Tournament is going on next
door, he said.
But he’s been working with the
other groups, trying to not step on
anyone’s toes.
“It’s a struggle to do that; we’ve
each got our own agendas,” he said.
As the village took form, though,
the colorful trimming that adorned
the white tents brought a satisfied
look to Mayne’s face. It’s coming
together, he said.
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Clifford Pham

by Sue Dremann
fter more than five years of
planning, it’s crunch time for
organizers of the 2009 Summer National Senior Games.
The event’s Encina Way headquarters in Palo Alto — just a
stone’s throw from Stanford University’s main athletic venues — was
bustling with activity Monday.
A team of tech geeks worked on
computers that will serve as the
nerve center for the multi-sport
event, which officially begins Saturday and is expected to draw upwards of 30,000 people over two
weeks. Other volunteers and staff,
crammed into the two-story walk-up
office, snatched up ringing phones
and hovered over laptops.
Colorful banners announcing the
Games have been hoisted up all over
Palo Alto and on the Stanford campus.
City officials, police, firefighters,
medical teams from Stanford University Medical Center and hundreds of others have been coordinating every aspect of the Games, from
staffing medical tents to presenting
live music.
At the helm of this vast undertaking is Anne Warner Cribbs, the
2009 National Senior Games Local
Organizing Committee president
and a former gold-medal-winning
Olympic swimmer.
Cribbs and her team have been
putting in 12-hour days, seven days
a week for months to make sure the
giant operation goes off without a
hitch.
“In the last six months, it’s been
taking on a life of its own,” she said
recently at headquarters, as shipments of computers from HewlettPackard Co. were trundled up the
stairs.
Nearby, nearly a dozen organizers
at a conference table discussed conflicts in event scheduling and how
to get enough time to properly set
up for sports sharing the same venue
— just one of thousands of details
organizers have contended with.
It will all be worth it, they say.
The Senior Games is the biggest
event of its kind in the world, drawing more participants than even the
summer or winter Olympics. Some
10,000 athletes ages 50 and older are
expected to compete in 18 medaled
and six demonstration sports.
The Games are often called the
Senior Olympics, and like the namesake, the two-week event launches
with a torchbearers’ run and the
lighting of a cauldron. Saturday eve-

Palo Alto Lawn Bowls Club member Terry Hogan, the liaison to the Senior Games, launches his ball last
week. The club will host lawn bowling as a demonstration sport.

Still playing to win
From age 50 to 100, these athletes pose fierce competition
by Sue Dremann

R

oger Gentilhomme, 100, is
looking forward to beating
the pants off of his competitors in the tennis championship at
the 2009 National Summer Senior
Games, he said this week.
And Randall Stafford, a 50-yearold double-kidney transplant patient
and a Stanford Hospital & Clinics
physician, is biking in four separate
road races at the Games, including
the 20-kilometer and 40-kilometer.
Gentilhomme and Stafford could
be poster children for the benefits of
a healthy and active lifestyle. They
are two of more than 10,000 senior
athletes, ages 50 to 100, competing
in 18 medaled and seven demonstration sports at the games Aug. 2 to
15.
Gentilhomme still drives his car
to Florida and back to Falmouth,
Mass., where he lives six months
each year. And he also stays active
— very active.
He often goes gallivanting off and
his adult children, Claude and Calla, don’t know where he is, causing
them some consternation, Claude
Gentilhomme said by phone. But
he’s in great shape, his son added.
Gentilhomme plays tennis for
several hours every morning and
works out at the gym for an hour
or so several times a week, he said.

Then, there’s square dancing twice
a week, playing cards and trips with
seniors’ groups, bowling and shuffleboard.
“When I get a minute or two doing nothing, I read,” he said.
A current favorite?
“The Next Hundred Years: A
Forecast for the 21st Century,” he
said.
Gentilhomme won Senior Games
gold medals for his age group in
1995, 1999, 2003 and 2007 in tennis and bowling, he said.
“I love life and I look forward to
living the next day. I keep fit, eat
well, sleep well, and it all contributes to my well-being,” he said.
Stafford, whose specialty is internal medicine and preventive cardiology, grew up in the Bay Area
and has taken advantage of its open
spaces and mountain roads for biking since childhood, he said.
He started bicycling competitively
through the Transplant Games after
he received a kidney from his brother in 1984. He had a second kidney
transplant from his wife, Deirdre, in
2005. He has also competed through
the U.S. Cycling Federation, he
said.
Stafford bikes to work and back
daily and on weekends, putting in
150 miles a week, he said. Last

summer he, Deirdre and their two
daughters, ages 9 and 13, biked
from Eureka to Santa Rosa, with the
youngest on a tandem bike, he said.
Physical activity is crucial to the
success of transplant patients, he
said. Biking helps keep his weight
down, since it can balloon from anti-rejection medications, he said.
As a physician, his goal is to set
an example for patients to engage in
some form of activity, regardless of
how mild, he said.
“I try to get people to do anything
besides sitting in front of the television,” he said.
One demonstration sport offering
mild exercise for mind and body
takes place at the Palo Alto Lawn
Bowls Club, 474 Embarcadero Road,
all day on Aug. 3 through 7.
Top men and women players are
coming from all over the country,
according to Bonny Turner, the
club’s president.
Donning dress whites, they will
sling the hefty balls across a buzzcut-smooth lawn.
“It’s not bocce ball, but it’s almost the same — except that we
drink white wine and they drink
red wine,” quipped Terry Hogan,
the club’s representative to the Se(continued on page 19)
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Games Schedule

Sat/Sun: M/W 70-100+ (9:30 a.m.)

Maples
Pavilion

Sat/Sun: M/W 50+, M 70+ (9 a.m.)

Ford
Center

Sat/Sun: W 70+ (9 a.m.)

Swimming

Avery
Aquatic
Center

Sat: M/W All Ages: 100 Fly, 200 IM, 100 Free, 50 Breast
Sun: M/W All Ages: 200 Back, 50 Free, 100 Breast
(8 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Sun: M/W All Ages
(8:30 a.m.)

Triathlon

Port of
Redwood
City
El Camino
Fields

Sun: W 60+ (Start time not available)

Sand Hill
Fields

Sun: M 50+ (Start time not available)

Avery
Aquatic
Center

Fri: M/W All Ages (3 p.m.)
Sat/Sun: M/W All Ages (9 a.m.)
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Sat/Sun: M/W 50-54, 55-59, 85-100+
(Start time not available)
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For complete schedule through Aug. 15, visit
www.2009SeniorGames.org.
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Celebration of Athletes
Saturday, Aug. 8 — 7-9:30 p.m.
Maples Pavilion, Stanford
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and 1 p.m. Lectures by Stanford physicians and others will include: the Athlete’s Skin; Peak Performance — Observations from Olympians; Successful
Aging Across the Lifespan; and topics
ranging from biomechanics and performance enhancement to injuries of the
foot and shoulder.
Free concerts will be presented at the
Euflexxa Entertainment Stage on nine
days (Aug. 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12 and
13) from 6 to 8:30 p.m., with musical
groups ranging from a ‘40s Big Band to
New Orleans jazz to country. Highlights
include Pete Escovedo’s mariachi and
folklorico music and beach band Papa
Do Run Run.
A booth in the athletes’ village will
feature a cooking demonstration and
lecture on nutrition for best performance and illness prevention by chef
Jesse Cool and Dr. Chris Gardner.
Sports legends such as ice skater Peggy Fleming and tennis champion Rosie
Casals will speak and sign autographs at

Shannon Corey
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Health lectures, concerts and celebrity autographs
also part of the Games
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Saturday, Aug. 15 — 4-4:30 p.m.
Humana Celebration Plaza, Stanford

d.

Stanford Campus/Palo Alto Area Athletic Venues*

Closing Ceremony

he 2009 Summer National Senior
Games will offer much more than
sporting events. The two-week
celebration of health and fitness will
feature a torch run and cauldron lighting at Palo Alto City Hall, live music,
a “sports legends” booth, health lecture
series, a fiesta and more.
The 15-day event officially kicks off
Saturday, Aug. 1, with the arrival of the
flame. The torch will be carried by athletes from a sailboat at Pier 39 in San
Francisco to AT&T Park, where it will
be run around the bases during a San
Francisco Giants game, then brought to
Palo Alto by Caltrain.
Runners will carry the torch around
Stanford University, arriving at 8:30
p.m. at Palo Alto’s King Plaza in front
of City Hall, where the 155-pound solarpowered cauldron will be lit.
Fireworks are planned to explode
overhead.
Throughout the Games, from Aug.
2 to 14, Stanford will host the Peak
Performance lecture series at Avery
Rehearsal Hall each day at 10:30 a.m.

Avery Rehearsal Hall

A
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Menlo Medical Clinic.
Personal Service.
Integrated Care.
At Menlo Medical Clinic we applaud
the athletes of the 2009 Summer
National Senior Games as they strive
to achieve their personal best. For
more than 50 years, we have
provided integrated care for our
community. Personal. Knowledgeable.
Accessible.. Caring. Our 40 physicians
deliver coordinated care from our
Menlo Park neighborhood clinic and
are affiliated with nearby Stanford
Hospital & Clinics.

Clifford Pham

Personal
Best.

Dr. Randall Stafford, a double-kidney transplant survivor, bikes around Palm Drive
Tuesday, in preparation for participating in the 2009 Senior Games.

Senior Games
(continued from page 16)

T

he department of Stanford Athletics, which is hosting 17 sports, has
faced its own quandaries. One of the
main tactical areas was how to transition
from one sport to another, said Christina
Cribbs, senior events and operations manager and daughter of Anne Cribbs.
“We have to set up each facility as each
sport goes on. At Maples Pavilion, we
need to go from basketball to volleyball to
badminton,” she said, giving the example
of basketball finishing at 10 p.m. one day,
and volleyball beginning the next day.
The process is more complicated than
putting up nets, she said. A special sport
court has to be brought in to create the
proper configuration of volleyball courts,
she said.
“(In) laying out a competition court, set
up takes a crew of 25 people. It will take
all night,” she said.
Some setups will have to be achieved in
just six hours.
“We’ll have lots of coffee — and a very
young crew,” she said, laughing.
Medical care is also a big part of the
Games strategy, what with so many senior
athletes, fit as they might be, and potentially high summer temperatures, said Palo
Alto Fire Chief Nick Marinaro, a co-chair
of the medical committee with Dr. Phil
Harter of Stanford Hospital & Clinics.
A team of Stanford physicians, orthopedists, emergency medical technicians,
ambulance drivers and fire personnel have
been assembled, according to Kimberly
Carlisle, director of sponsorship for Stanford Hospital & Clinics for the Games and
liaison to the medical team.
Stanford will have five stations for medical assessment and care at the different
venues, including in Sunnyvale, San Jose
and San Francisco, she said.
Set up as triage centers, each venue
will have an orthopedist from Stanford’s
sports-medicine division on hand to assess
and treat athletes’ injuries. If necessary,

patients will be transported to the emergency room.
Between 15,000 and 20,000 family
and friends of athletes are expected, and
Menlo Medical Clinic will provide urgent
care, she said.
Marinaro said 911 calls related to the
Games will be split off from regular
emergencies. Medical response teams
have been assembled with off-duty
paramedics and reserve ambulances to
eliminate impacts on regular ambulance
response, he said. Fire personnel will
also be on hand during the opening ceremonies for the fireworks display.
Police are not anticipating any major
problems during the Games, according to
Agent Max Nielepko, a Palo Alto Police
Department spokesman. But the city’s
SWAT team is available if needed, he
said.
Traffic is not expected to heavily impact
Palo Alto, he said. The flow of athletes
and guests will be spread out over the 15day period.
But Hamilton Avenue will be closed in
front of City Hall for nine hours on Saturday, Aug. 1, for the opening ceremony
at 8:30 p.m. Police will escort the torch
runners along their route — from the
University Avenue Caltrain station along
El Camino Real to south of the Stanford
Stadium, then through campus and arriving at City Hall via University Avenue,
Cowper Street and Hamilton. Periodic
traffic delays could last five to 10 minutes,
police said.
Parking problems are not expected
Nielepko said. Six parking areas will be
available on the Stanford campus.
In downtown Palo Alto, new, blue directional signs have been installed by the city
on lampposts, pointing visitors to various
locales, such as City Hall.
The city has donated more than 50,000
stainless-steel water bottles that will keep
plastic out of the landfill and 47 bicycles
that will be available as part of a 125-bike
fleet at Stanford for visitors to ride around
town and campus, said Richard James, coordinator of the event for the City of Palo

On the cover: Photo illustration by Shannon Corey. Photos by Veronica Weber
(basketball); Keith Peters (swimming); Clifford Pham (lawn bowling); courtesy
of Norbert von der Groeben (torch); courtesy of Roger Gentilhomme (tennis).
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ORTHOPAEDICS AND SPORTS
MEDICINE AT STANFORD MEDICINE
OUTPATIENT CENTER IN REDWOOD CITY
Veronica Weber

Fred De Santo (left), Jerry Graham and Don De Lutis practice basketball inside
Arrillaga Center for Sports and Recreation at Stanford University Monday.

Alto and the city’s former director of
community services.
ogistics and intense preparations
aside, the point of the Games
is athletics, and on that score,
Anne Cribbs said she anticipates several records could be made during the
Games.
Not only that, but spectators can watch
unusual competitors, such as 100-yearold Roger Gentilhomme on the tennis
court or former Harlem Globetrotter
Anthony Davis shooting hoops in the
basketball competition.
Back at the Encina Way headquarters,
words of encouragement are stenciled on
the wall in the form of the Senior Games’
motto, “Long Live the Challenge.”

Cribbs pointed out a large inflatable
banana in a corner of her office. The
banana makes the rounds in the office
when someone does a good deed. The
3-foot-long bananas will hang from
Games way stations, where 47,000 of
the crescent-shaped fruits donated by
Del Monte Foods will be distributed
to athletes as a replenishing source of
potassium.
The company sent 1,000 inflatable
bananas — another, but perhaps less
critical, dilemma of the many Cribbs
has had to face.
“What do we do with them all?” she
asked. N
Staff Writer Sue Dremann can be emailed at sdremann@paweekly.com.

Athletes

two ends are ever the same,” he said.
Hogan said the game helps improve
balance and mental agility, since lawn
bowling is a strategic game. Plus, the
grapefruit-sized balls aren’t light.
Stafford said the beauty of the Senior
Games is the challenge the competition
offers athletes regardless of age. The
ability for people to compete within
their age group offers a level — and less
discouraging — playing field.
“I look forward to participating in a
competition that will be there no matter
how old I get. On club rides I sometimes
have trouble keeping up with the 25 year
olds,” he said. N

L

(continued from page 16)

nior Games.
The sport lends itself well to the concept of an active lifestyle to which Baby
Boomers aspire. Palo Alto’s club has
gone from 60 members a decade ago to
170 members, he said.
Peter Knopf, who played in the lawnbowls national championships in Florida, will take part in the Senior Games
events.
“Lawn bowling is always a challenge.
There are an infinite array of shots. No

Stanford Hospital & Clinics and the new Stanford Medicine Outpatient
Center in Redwood City, are proud to offer medical care and services
to the 10,000 athletes of the 2009 Summer National Senior Games,
held August 1 through 15 at Stanford University. Orthopaedics and
Sports Medicine specializes in getting you back into your game with
the most advanced care, treating world-class Olympic, collegiate,
professional athletes and you. Stanford Medicine is working to bring
out the best athlete in all of us.
For a schedule of Stanford Hospital & Clinics lectures and activities
at the Senior Games, visit http://stanfordhospital.org/seniorgames
For more information about the Senior Games, visit
http://2009seniorgames.org

For an Orthopaedic and Sports
Medicine appointment at the
Stanford Medicine Outpatient Center
call 1-650-498-7555 or visit
http://stanfordmedicine.org

Dermatology | Digestive Health | Imaging
Orthopaedics & Sports Medicine | Pain Management | Sleep Medicine
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the sports legends booth.
Midway through the Games, on
Saturday, Aug. 8, a “Celebration of
Athletes” will be held at Stanford’s
Maples Pavilion. Some of the Bay
Area’s most celebrated Olympic and
professional athletes will appear at
the event, which begins at 6 p.m. and
is being presented by event company e2k, which is co-producing the
Games and has organized ceremonies ranging from the Super Bowl to
the Presidential Inauguration.
The celebration will include a
parade of flags and athletes. Live
entertainment for the ticketed event

will be provided by Mickey Thomas
of Starship and the Oakland Interfaith Gospel Choir, who will debut
the Senior Games’ theme song,
“Long Live the Challenge.”
Some free seats will be offered
to the public (not athletes and their
guests) by registering online at the
Games website. The limit is four
tickets per registrant.
The Games will also include two
free parties: the Sock Hop and Ice
Cream Social on Friday, Aug. 7, and
the 60’s Be In and Psychedelic Ice
Cream Social on Wednesday, Aug.
12, both from 5:30 to 7 p.m. No reservations are required.
Other parties, most from 5:30 to
7 p.m., will require tickets. They

?

GOT
TERMITES

50OFF INSPECTION

$

Offer expires 10/31/09

TERMITE ERADICATION & DRY ROT REPAIR
FULL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

1

Los Altos
227 First Street
et
941-9222

#

PREMIER TERMITE INC. Lic#PR2464
PREMIER CONSTRUCTION INC
650-726-7756

Lic#611710

include the Wine Tasting & Cheese
Sampling (Sunday, Aug. 2, $20);
USO Club and Microbrewery Beer
Tasting (Tuesday, Aug. 4, 5:30-7:30
p.m., $20); Big Easy New Orleans
Style Party (Wednesday, Aug. 5, $25);
South of the Border Fiesta (Thursday,
Aug. 6, $25); Taste of California and
California Beach Party (Sunday, Aug.
9, $25); Real Texas Barbeque (Tuesday, Aug. 11, $25); California Wine
& Cheese Party (Thursday, Aug. 13,
$25); and Micro Brewery Beer Tasting (Friday, Aug. 14, $20).
In addition to the festivities, two
key health centers will be set up on
campus: the Wellness Center and
the Cool Zone. Staff at the Wellness Center will treat anything from
colds and nausea to injuries. The
Cool Zone specializes in hydration
and will be located in the lower level
of Maples Pavilion.
The City of Palo Alto is also planning special events. It will sponsor
Fun on the Plaza in front of City
Hall on Aug. 3 and 10 from 4 to 7
p.m., with activities for children and
adults, including a climbing wall.
A Family Art Day will be held at
the Palo Alto Art Center on Aug. 9,
from 1 to 4 p.m.
Other city events are being
planned; details will be available
on the city’s website.
For up-to-the-minute information and tickets, visit
www.2009seniorgames.org. For
information on Palo Alto events,
call the city’s recreation hotline at
650-463-4921 or visit www.cityofpaloalto.org/seniorgames. N
—Palo Alto Weekly staff

City of Palo Alto Recreation Presents

25th Annual Palo Alto Weekly Moonlight Run & Walk
Friday, October 2, 2009
TIME & PLACE: PLEASE NOTE NEW WALK TIMES: 5K walk 7:00pm, 10K run 8:15pm, 5K run 8:45pm.
Race-night registration 6:15 to 8:00pm at City of Palo Alto Baylands Athletic Center, Embarcadero & Geng Roads (just east of the
Embarcadero Exit off Highway 101). Parking — go to PaloAltoOnline.com to check for specific parking locations.
COURSE: 5K and 10K loop courses over Palo Alto Baylands levee, through the marshlands by the light of the Harvest Moon! Course is
flat, USAT&F certified (10k run only) on levee and paved roads. Water at all stops. Course map available at www.PaloAltoOnline.com.
REGISTRATIONS & ENTRY FEE: Pre-registration fee is $25 per entrant (postmarked by September 25, 2009) and includes a
long-sleeve t-shirt. Late/race-night registration is $30 and includes a shirt only while supplies last. A scantron card must be filled out at
race-night registration.
Family package: Children 12 and under run free with a registered parent. A completed entry form for each child must be submitted with
adult registration. Please indicate on form and include $15 for an adult small t-shirt. No confirmation of mail-in registration available.
Registration also available online at www.PaloAltoOnline.com. Refunds will not be issued for no-show registrations and t-shirts will not be
held.
SPORTS TEAM/CLUBS: Pre-registration opportunity for organizations of 10 or more runners; contact Amy at (650) 326-8210 ext.
285 or arenalds@paweekly.com.
MINORS:

If not pre-registered Minors under 18 MUST bring signed parental/waiver form (below) on race night to participate. In
addition scantron card must be completely filled out at race-night registration.

DIVISIONS: Age divisions: 9 & under; 10-12; 13-19; 20-29; 30-39; 40-49; 50-59; 60-69, and 70 & over with separate divisions
for male and female runners in each age group. Race timing provided for 5K and 10K runs only; not 5K walk.
COMPUTERIZED RESULTS by A Change of Pace:

Race results will be posted on the Internet at www.PaloAltoOnline.
com 10am on 10/5. Registration forms must be filled out completely and correctly for results to be accurate. Race organizers are not
responsible for incorrect results caused by incomplete or incorrect registration forms.

AWARDS/PRIZES/ENTERTAINMENT:

Top three finishers in each division. Prize giveaways and refreshments. DJ, Alan Waltz.

Pre-race warmup by Andre Bobo.

BENEFICIARY: Palo Alto Weekly Holiday Fund. A holiday-giving fund to benefit Palo Alto area non-profits and charitable
organizations. In April 2009, 38 organizations received a total of $250,000 (from the 2008-2009 Holiday Fund.)
MORE INFORMATION:

Call (650) 463-4920, (650) 326-8210, email MoonlightRun@paweekly.com or go to www.

PaloAltoOnline.com.
Flashlights/head lights recommended. For safety reasons, no dogs allowed on course for the 5K and 10K runs. They are welcome on
the 5K walk only. No retractable leashes! Please bring your own clean-up bag. Jogging strollers welcome in the 5K walk or at the back of
either run.
First aid service and chiropractic evaluations provided by K. Skinner, R.N., D.C. Sports and Spinal Injury Specialist

Register online at www.PaloAltoOnline.com
GOT OLD SHOES? Give them to Meb! We’ll be collecting gently worn athletic shoes to go to those in need in war-zones and
post-conﬂict areas. Bring your shoes to the Project Active booth on the baseball diamond and support your sport by giving back.
Go to www.GiveMebYourShoes.com for more information about the cause.
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Arts & Entertainment
A weekly guide to music, theater, art, movies and more, edited by Rebecca Wallace

Kindness in the
Kazakh steppes
Director
pours the
gift of
new life
into film
festival

Right: Muslim
railroad worker
Kasym and
Jewish orphan
Sashka in “The
Gift to Stalin,”
directed by
Rustem
Abdrashov.
Left: Jewish sumo
wrestlers check their
weight gains in “A
Matter of Size,” directed
by Erez Tadmor and
Sharon Maymon.
Below: Rustem
Abdrashov, director of
“The Gift to Stalin.”

by Lauren Jow
young goat wanders through
the streets of Jerusalem, lost
in the maze of city streets.
Disoriented and adrift, it desperately searches for a way back
home. For many exiles, the feeling is familiar.
Such is the case with Sashka, a
young Jewish boy from Moscow,
orphaned and left in the steppes
of Kazakhstan when his grandfather dies on a train taking the
two deportees eastward. Told in
retrospect by a gray-haired Sashka, the film “The Gift to Stalin”
flips between present-day Jerusalem and the boy’s past on the
plains.
In 1949, the Soviet government
is relocating thousands to Central
Asia. Unloaded with the train’s
dead at one remote stop, Sashka

A

falls into the hands of Kasym,
a Muslim railroad worker who
saves the boy from death. The
gruff older man adopts Sashka,
taking the boy to live in a multiethnic village of outcasts.
Directed by Rustem Abdrashov and written by Pavel Finn,
“The Gift to Stalin” draws its
title from a children’s contest that
is announced for Joseph Stalin’s
70th birthday. Sashka believes
that if he gives Stalin a present,
the ruler will free his parents.
But the contest doesn’t compare
to Stalin’s real birthday present — the Soviets’ first nuclear
bomb test.
Sashka’s naïve yet enduring belief in the dictator is not unusual.
“He is like any Soviet kid,” Abdrashov said through a translator
(continued on next page)
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LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR, STATE FARM IS THERE.®
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(continued from previous page)

When was the last time you had that
conversation about Life Insurance?
Talk to me today about your life insurance needs.

Jeri Fink, Agent
Insurance Lic. #: 0590896
2225 El Camino Real
Palo Alto, CA 94306
Bus: 650-812-2700
www.jerifink.net
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in an e-mail to the Weekly. “Even
grown-up men believe in tyrants
sometimes.”
The film will screen at Palo Alto’s
CineArts theater on Aug. 5 as part
of the 29th annual San Francisco
Jewish Film Festival. Thirty-four
independent films from around the
world will be shown at the Palo Alto
venue from Aug. 1 through Aug. 6.
The festival aims to promote
awareness of Jewish diversity, stimulate discussion about the Jewish
experience and support independent
filmmakers working with Jewish
themes, a recent press release said.
Although the Jewish link unites
the collection, the films are not
restricted by their common heritage. Exploring universal themes,
the films depict the struggles and
achievements of a wide range of
communities.
For example, although Sashka is
Jewish, many other ethnic minorities were also deported to Kazakhstan in the 1930s to ‘50s, Abdrashov
said.
“The Gift to Stalin” follows the
exiles as they face the challenge of
infusing emptiness with meaning, of
imbuing a vacant land with a sense
of home. Panoramas of the Kazakh
steppes reveal miles of flat, dry
grasslands, populated by dust and
rocks. The barren expanse illustrates
the emotional void left by the rupture with one’s family and past.
But these exiles refuse to let the
empty landscape deprive them of
identities. Embracing the open land
that has become their home, the villagers form a new life as a new family not based on blood, religion or
nation. Kasym becomes “grandpa”
to Sashka while the young boy becomes “son” to the older man.
The message Abdrashov hopes
film viewers get is one of “love and
kindness,” he said. Focusing less on
the struggle of being uprooted and
more on the joys in planting new
roots, the film conveys a sense of
hope.
Abdrashov’s favorite scene is the
one “where the old sorceress recovers Sashka, pouring into him new
life,” he said. After Kasym saves
Sashka from the dead deportees,
the traumatized boy barely clings
to life. To save him from the evil
spirits that hound his soul, the sorceress renames the boy “Sabyr,”
meaning “humble.” Appropriately
so, for the only way for the young
exile to continue living is to humbly
start anew.
For Sashka and his family of outcasts, religion knows no borders,
for love and kindness transcend the
human constructs that drive people
apart. A deeply spiritual film, the
tale reflects the ability of compassion to comfort hearts, touch souls
and heal spiritual damage.
“Who are you in the land of your
God if a part of your soul was left
out there in the village of the migrants and deported?” the older
Sashka says in voiceover. “Isn’t all
the land God’s?”
Other offerings at the festival include Holocaust stories, animated
features, odes to television comedies
and documentaries on Israeli women
by Israeli women.
There’s even a film about Jewish

Above: Gertrude Berg in a scene
from “Yoo-Hoo, Mrs. Goldberg,”
a film biography directed by Aviva
Kempner.
sumo wrestlers, the story of a few fat
fellows who are finished with feeling sorry for themselves. “A Matter
of Size,” directed by Erez Tadmor
and Sharon Maymon, chronicles
the journey of four friends who quit
their impossibly demanding weightloss group to pursue sumo-stardom.
But the road to the ring teaches more
than just tackling — along the way,
the plus-sized fighters learn love and
self-acceptance, revealing that their
hearts are just as large as the rest of
them.
“You can be fat and happy,” a
hefty Herzl says, comforting his
curvy girlfriend. “It’s all in your
head.”
The greater festival runs through
Aug. 10, screening 71 films from 18
countries at venues in San Francisco,
Berkeley and San Rafael along with
Palo Alto. The summer festival attracts more than 33,000 people, according to a recent press release.
“For us, out of all arts, movies are
the most important,” a soldier says in
“The Gift to Stalin.” But movies are
more than just an effective propaganda technique. The festival’s films
give voices to the unheard, faces to
the unseen, and stories to those significant or even trivial experiences
left out of the history books. N
What: “The Gift to Stalin” will
be shown at the 29th annual
San Francisco Jewish Film
Festival along with 70 other independent films.
Where: The festival has five Bay
Area locations; the local one is
CineArts at Palo Alto Square,
3000 El Camino Real.
When: Screenings in Palo Alto
run Aug. 1-6 (with the greater
festival running through Aug.
10). “The Gift to Stalin” plays in
Palo Alto on Aug. 5 at 6:15 p.m.
Cost: Tickets are $12, with
passes available for multiple shows and discounts for
groups, students, seniors and
members of the SFJFF Jewish
Film Forum.
Info: Many films will not screen
at all locations. For more about
movie times, locations and
ticket prices, go to sfjff.org or
call 415-256-499.

Hidden behind Palo Alto’s Park
Boulevard is a cozy art center:
the new home of Art For Well
Beings, which holds classes of
all sorts. Palo Alto painter Judy
Gittelsohn is at the helm. To read
more, check out Weekly arts editor Rebecca Wallace’s blog, Ad
Libs, at blog.paloaltoonline.com/
adlibs/.
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A lot more than
goose-stepping
Ready to offend (or delight) any demographic, Foothill’s
‘Producers’ is slick and funny
by Chad Jones
ike a doomed Max Bialystock
production come to life, the
THEATER REVIEW
opening-night performance
of Foothill Music Theatre’s “The the show began in earnest.
Producers” was interrupted by the
Leading man Gary DeMattei,
police.
a Bay Area theater veteran who
Just as the overture was turning moved to New York but returned
into the opening number, the or- for the juicy role of Max Bialystock,
chestra vamped and the house lights took the disruptive events in stride
slowly brightened. Director Jay and even worked a parking-brake
Manley took the stage, announcing joke into his first number.
that the police had stopped the show.
That says a lot about Manley’s
The startled audience expected the production — it’s slick, professional
worst: escaped convicts in Los Altos and awfully funny. This is exactly
Hills, a student rampage at Foothill what you want from “The ProducCollege, Mel Brooks demanding that ers,” the 2001 Broadway juggernaut
the trumpeter get a second chance at that, among other things, broke the
those sour notes in the overture.
$100 ticket barrier and scored a reBut no, the real reason was as cord 12 Tony Awards.
laughable as a joke from the show.
Brooks, who wrote the score and
Someone, it seems, had parked in co-authored the book with Thomas
the handicapped lot just behind the Meehan, turned his 1968 movie into
theater and had neglected to set the a screwball love letter to Broadway
parking brake. Lest a hatchback musicals, an art form he has loved
come bursting through the back since childhood. Along the way, he
wall of the theater during a big deployed his arsenal of crude and
number, the car’s owner dashed out cocky jokes engineered to offend
of the auditorium, and Manley cued (or delight) just about every demomusic director Catherine Snider to graphic imaginable, especially Nastart again.
zis.
The second time around, the
You don’t go to “The Producers”
trumpeter’s notes were pristine, and

L

for emotional sustenance. You go to
laugh, and on that score Foothill’s
production delivers in satisfying
ways.
DeMattei’s Bialystock, the egosaturated producer at the center of
the money-grubbing story, is a leering but loveable lech whose days as
the king of Broadway are behind
him. DeMattei’s confident comic
timing makes up for a voice that
doesn’t always pack the necessary
punch. If DeMattei occasionally
seems exhausted, it’s understandable. Max storms through every
scene, bellowing orders, bedding
old lady investors and bemoaning
his sad fate.
He even gets to recap the entire
show in a bravura Act 2 solo number, “Betrayed,” that is guaranteed
to overpower any actor unless, like
DeMattei, he’s got the energy level
of a 10-year-old and the lungs of
Ethel Merman.
DeMattei’s partner in crime is
Tim Reynolds as nebbishy accountant Leo Bloom, the accidental mastermind of the plot’s scheme: An
investor can make more money on
a flop than on a hit. So if you raise
$2 million and the show closes on
opening night, what’s to keep the
two producers from taking the leftover money and running off to Rio
(besides, of course, laws, morals and
common decency)?
Reynolds manages the tricky
task of conveying deep neurosis
without being annoying. He pretty
much steals the first act with his big
number, “I Wanna Be a Producer,”

and brings some surprisingly sweet
emotion to “Til Him,” which is essentially his (platonic) love song to
Max.
Though Max and Leo are the engines of the show, the wacky supporting roles are what really give
the show its carbonated fizz, and
Manley’s assorted nuts are salty in
the best possible ways.
Ray Joseph as Roger DeBris,
the worst director on Broadway, is
howlingly funny in “Keep It Gay”
and especially in the Act 2 dazzler,
“Springtime for Hitler,” when he
seemingly becomes the love child
of Brooks and Judy Garland.
Joseph receives ample support
from his “common-law assistant,”
Carmen Ghia, played with lisping
relish by Sean Patrick Murtagh, who
knows just how to milk Brooks’ politically incorrect humor for all it’s
worth.
Ken Boswell’s pigeon- and Hitlerloving Franz Liebkind, the composer of “Springtime for Hitler,” the
worst musical ever written, shows
off some old-fashioned song-anddance razzle dazzle in what should
be a throw-away number that turns
into an Act 2 highpoint: the goofy
“Haben Sie Gehort Das Deutsche
Band?” It’s Al Jolson by way of
Goebbels, and it’s a scream.
When it comes to making something of leggy blond Ulla, able assistant to Max and Leo, Brittany
Ogle certainly lives up to her last
name. Her big number, “When You
Got It, Flaunt It,” doesn’t miss a
shimmy, and her sly comic timing

gives Ulla’s romance with Leo an
added kick.
Throw in the crack comedy of
Heather Orth and Linda Piccone in
multiple roles, and you have a cast of
ceaseless delights cavorting through
sets from the recent Diablo Theatre
Company production (designed by
Andy Scrimger and re-tooled for
the Smithwick Theatre stage by Joe
Ragey).
There’s a lot more than goosestepping in Dottie Lester-White’s
snappy choreography, and the
Broadway blasts coming from Snider’s 15-piece orchestra keep reminding us that this is how Broadway
used to be much of the time: fun,
frothy and full of energy.
Musicals don’t have to change the
world, but they do have to entertain.
On that score, Foothill Music Theatre’s “The Producers” certainly
produces. N
What: “Mel Brooks’ The Producers,” presented by Foothill
Music Theatre
Where: Smithwick Theatre at
Foothill College, 12345 El Monte Road, Los Altos Hills
When: Through Aug. 16 with 8
p.m. shows Thursday through
Saturday and 2 p.m. matinees
on Sundays
Cost: Tickets are $26 general,
$24 for seniors and $18 for
students.
Info: Go to www.foothillmusicals.com or call 650-949-7360.

June 26 – August 8

ALL STAR WEEK

AUG
Madeline Eastman

1

“Remembering Stan Getz”

7/30

SJW Mentors w/ Matt Wilson

8/01

Madeline Eastman
featuring Terell Stafford

8/02

The Heath Brothers

8/03

Generations Jazz Project

8/04

Stan@Stanford:
Remembering Stan Getz

AUG

8/05

Mulgrew Miller Trio

4

8/07

SJW All Star Jam Session

8/08

Dena DeRose Quartet
featuring Steve Davis

Box Ofﬁce: 650.725.ARTS (2787)
http://tickets.stanford.edu

AUG

AUG
Jimmy Heath

2

Mulgrew Miller

5

Information: 650.736.0324
www.stanfordjazz.org
Newsletter:
www.stanfordjazz.org/news/newsletter.html

myspace.com/stanfordjazzworkshop
Look for us on Facebook
and YouTube

All events at Stanford University
AUG
Terell Stafford (Generations)

3

AUG
Peter Bernstein (All Star Jam)

7

Group rates, festival
subscriptions, 50% off student
tickets and Take 5!
family discounts available
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All jazz, all the time

I

f the Stanford Jazz Workshop
ever adds yoga classes, Patrick
Wolff could probably teach
them. He’s done just about everything else there.
After starting out in jazz camp
as a teen, he’s now faculty director.

Versatile saxophonist is immersed in the sound at
Stanford
by Rebecca Wallace

PUBLIC NOTICE
FORMER NAVAL AIR STATION MOFFETT FIELD, CA
BASEWIDE FIVE-YEAR REVIEW
INSTALLATION RESTORATION SITES 1, 22, 26 AND 28
July 2009
The Department of the Navy (Navy) is currently conducting the first basewide five-year review at the former Naval Air Station (NAS) Moffett Field. The former NAS
Moffett Field is located 35 miles south of San Francisco and 10 miles north of San Jose. The Navy is conducting the five-year review in accordance with the
requirements of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) Section 121 (c). The purpose of the five-year review is
to evaluate the performance of previously implemented cleanup remedies to ensure these remedies remain protective of human health and the environment; the
purpose is not to reconsider these remedies. Should any remedy be found performing below design expectations, the Navy will recommend improvements as
part of the five-year review.
Four environmental sites will be included in the five year review: Sites 1, 22, 26, and 28. The following paragraphs summarize the selected cleanup remedies
for each site:
t4JUF-BOEGJMM*OTUJUVUJPOBMDPOUSPMT BENJOJTUSBUJWFNFBTVSFTEFTJHOFEUPQSFWFOUFYQPTVSFUPDPOUBNJOBOUT HSPVOEXBUFSNonitoring, landfill gas monitoring,
consolidation of former Site 2 landfill materials into the Site 1 landfill, construction and maintenance of a multi-layer cap, and construction of a subsurface
groundwater collection trench and a passive gas venting trench. Groundwater contaminants monitored at this site include volatile organic compounds,
semi-volatile organic compounds, pesticides, polychlorinated biphenyls, and metals.
t4JUF-BOEGJMM*OTUJUVUJPOBMDPOUSPMT HSPVOEXBUFSNPOJUPSJOH MBOEGJMMHBTNPOJUPSJOH NBOBHFNFOUPGTVSGBDFXBUFSGMPXBcross the site, and construction
of a biotic barrier. Groundwater contaminants monitored at this site include volatile organic compounds, semi-volatile organic compounds, and pesticides.
t4JUFTBOE(SPVOEXBUFS1MVNFT*OTUJUVUJPOBMDPOUSPMT HSPVOEXBUFSNPOJUPSJOH BOEHSPVOEXBUFSFYUSBDUJPOBOEFYTJUVgroundwater remediation.
Groundwater contaminants monitored at these sites include volatile organic compounds.
Groundwater, landfill gas, and landfill cap monitoring continue at Sites 1 and 22. Groundwater extraction and ex-situ groundwater remediation and groundwater
monitoring continue at Site 28. The Navy has discontinued groundwater extraction and ex-situ groundwater remediation at Site 26 in lieu of potentially more
effective alternate remedies, which are currently being evaluated independently of the five-year review.
The Navy plans to issue a report detailing the five-year review in January 2010. Following release of the report, the Navy will also issue a public notice and fact
sheet. Questions or comments on the preparation of this basewide five-year review or other environmental activities at the former NAS Moffett Field may be
directed to:
Kathryn Stewart
Base Realignment and Closure Environmental Coordinator
"WFOVFPGUIF1BMNT 4VJUF
San Francisco, CA 94130-1806
(415) 743-4715
kathryn.stewart@navy.mil
Restoration Advisory Board (RAB) meetings are also held the second Thursday of every other month for purposes of community involvement in restoration activities
at the former NAS Moffett Field.
MORE INFORMATION
Additional information about these activities as well as the five-year review report will be available at www.bracpmo.navy.mil and at the locations listed below.
*OGPSNBUJPO3FQPTJUPSZ
.PVOUBJO7JFX1VCMJD-JCSBSZ
585 Franklin Street
Mountain View, CA 94041
(650) 903-6337

Administrative Record
Contact: Ms. Diane Silva
Administrative Records Coordinator
Naval Facilities
Engineering Command, Southwest
937 N. Harbor Drive
Building 1, 3rd Floor
San Diego, CA 92132
(619) 532-3676

He’s also worked as a driver, teacher and performer, wielding his tenor
sax on stage — and practicing yoga
in his off hours to help his breath
control.
In light of his uber-involvement,
Wolff could be forgiven for being
tough to finish an interview with.
On campus, everyone wants to talk
to him. A young bass player needs
advice about rhythm; Wolff tells
him to lean on the second and fourth
beats for a swinging feel. Fellow
musicians chat about concerts and
make plans to meet up. It all feels
like an extended house party.
The ambience — and convenience — is one of the big appeals
of Stanford Jazz for Wolff. Almost
all the teaching is in the Braun Music Center, all performances are in
Braun or nearby, and accommodations are close at hand.
“You don’t have to worry about
any of the logistics while you’re
here. It’s just music, 24 hours a
day,” Wolff says. “The pressure is
off. You don’t have to hustle to find
gigs.”
Wolff knows about the hustle.
While he’s had many other jobs,
he’s now a full-time musician. Until
his recent move to the Bay Area, he
lived in New York, where “people
are so busy and stressed out” that
it was rare to get to just hang out
with other musicians. And there’s
another bonus about the Bay Area:
His parents live in Palo Alto. (His
father is the author and Stanford
professor Tobias Wolff.)
Wolff grew up in Syracuse and
came west for summers at Stanford
Jazz camp as a teen in the early
‘90s. He had “the amazing good
luck” to be there at the same time as
the late drummer Billy Higgins and
the late trumpeter Art Farmer.
“I had thought of jazz as an artifact on a record,” he says. “All of a
sudden to be in the same room with
people I had heard on records ... “
Nowadays, interestingly, he seems

to get the most teaching joy out of
working with students who aren’t
huge jazz buffs to begin with. In a
class one afternoon, Wolff spends
a lot of time with a young pianist
who seems nervous about letting go
and jumping into the jazz stream as
the group plays “Shiny Stockings.”
Wolff plunks out a few notes to
help, and points out that the pianist
can play fragments of the melody
in between the horns’ melody, “like
Count Basie.”
Later, Wolff says: “He can play
Rachmaninoff. He’s now in the process of trying to figure out how to
use his tools of harmony to improvise.”
Meanwhile, Wolff continually
hones his own performing and recording chops. In 2007, the Patrick
Wolff Trio released the CD “Petals.” In the album notes, former U.S.
poet laureate Robert Pinsky wrote:
“The kid can play ... so lyrical, and
deft and swinging to boot.”
On Aug. 4, Wolff will perform
at Stanford Jazz with other notable
musicians — including fellow horn
players Joe Oliveira and Dayna Stephens — in a tribute concert to the
late saxophonist Stan Getz, who
taught at the workshop.
How do you pay tribute to a legend? Ideally, “20 years of hearing
him play will prepare me,” says
Wolff, who wore out two Getz tapes
as a kid.
“I’m not expecting to sound like
him, but we’re all choosing songs
closely identified with him,” Wolff
adds. “Like ‘Here’s That Rainy
Day.’ I’ve never been able to listen to another version of it without
thinking of him.” N
Info: The “Stan@Stanford” concert is at 8 p.m. Aug. 4 in Dinkelspiel Auditorium. Tickets are $32
general and $16 for students. For
more about Stanford Jazz, which
runs through Aug. 8, go to stanfordjazz.org.

Music@Menlo

“One of the finest summer chamber
music festivals in the land.”
—Strings magazine

CHAMBER MUSIC FESTIVAL AND INSTITUTE
David Finckel & Wu Han, Artistic Directors

Discover Great Music!

?jan&,·6j\jhi-!'%%.$6i]ZgidcBZcadEVg`EVad6aid

JULY 31 & AUGUST 7

AUGUST 1

AUGUST 2

The Mendelssohn
String Quartets

The Brahms Sonatas
[dgK^da^cVcYE^Vcd

6c:kZc^c\l^i]E^Vc^hi
BZcV]ZbEgZhhaZg

featuring the Paciﬁca Quartet

Joseph Swensen, violin / Jeffrey Kahane, piano

The Paciﬁca Quartet, Musical America’s
2009 Ensemble of the Year, presents the
ﬁnal two performances of its signature
interpretation of Mendelssohn’s complete
string quartet cycle. (TICKETS: $35–$50)
July 31: The Opus 44 Quartets
August 7: The Final Quartets, opp. 80 and 81

with Wu Han, piano

Violinist Joseph Swensen and pianist
Jeffrey Kahane, both passionate interpreters of music from the Romantic period,
join forces in a recital of Brahms’s three
luminous violin sonatas.
(TICKETS: $45–$65)

Having recently concluded his ﬁftythree-year journey as founding pianist of
the legendary Beaux Arts Trio, pianist
Menahem Pressler offers the profound
late piano sonatas of Beethoven and
Schubert. (TICKETS: $45–$65)

for tickets and information:

LLL#BJH>86IB:CAD#DG<+*%"((&"%'%'
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festival sponsors: the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, the David and Lucile Packard Foundation,
Koret Foundation Funds, Chubb Personal Insurance, MacCorkle Insurance Service, American Public Media, BBC Music Magazine

Movies

“The battle of the sexes is fought by two tough foes in
this sassy, sexy screwball comedy! It’s wicked fun.”
Matt Sullivan, IN TOUCH WEEKLY

Movie reviews by Jeanne Aufmuth, Peter Canavese,
Tyler Hanley and Susan Tavernetti
In the Loop ---1/2
(Aquarius) You trust your elected officials, right? OK, please
wipe away the tears of laughter
so you can continue reading.
Politics, clearly, are comedy gold
(just ask Jon Stewart and Stephen
Colbert), and yet smart political
comedies seem to arrive at theaters only once or twice a decade.
So hear ye, hear ye: Thanks to “In
the Loop,” it’s again time to think
and laugh at the same time.
One part “Dr. Strangelove”
and two parts “The Office,” “In
the Loop” is a shaky-cam satire
that savages government movers and shakers on both sides of
the Atlantic. This spinoff of the
BBC comedy series “The Thick
of It” is the brainchild of writerdirector Armando Iannucci (who
shares screenplay credit here
with Jesse Armstrong, Simon
Blackwell and Tony Roche). The
plot concerns the gung-ho secret
committee plotting a war in the
Middle East on behalf of the U.S.
President and U.K. Prime Minister, and those trying to block the
war with strategic leaks and other
creative maneuvers.
Peter Capaldi reprises his TV
role of Malcolm Tucker, the
fiercely hawkish director of communications to the Prime Minister. He’s at odds with the minister
for international development, Simon Foster (Tom Hollander), who
accidentally creates a national
crisis by referring to a possible
war as “unforeseeable.” Tucker’s
bile-drenched advice? “Talk to as
few people as possible — that’d
be best for you.” But the absurdly
damaging word is already in the
ether, making the pliable Foster
an attractive commodity to U.S.
politicos who interpret the offhand remark as support for their
cause.
Soon, the hapless Foster is being Yanked in the direction of
U.S. Assistant Secretary for Diplomacy Karen Clarke (Mimi
Kennedy), who intends to use
him as a prop (“room meat”) in
her campaign to expose and block
the war. Meanwhile, Clarke’s
aide Liza (Anna Chlumsky, “My
Girl” all grown up) and Foster’s
untested new advisor Toby (Chris
Addison) are playing their own
games, complicated by sexual
tension.
Clarke has an ally at the Pentagon in “armchair general” George
Miller (James Gandolfini) and a
sworn enemy in Rumsfeld-esque
Assistant Secretary for Policy
Linton Barwick (David Rasche),
who insists: “We don’t need any
more facts. In the land of truth,
my friend, the man with one fact
is the king.”

Peter Capaldi is in the loop.
Though Capaldi owns the
screen as the spitting Scottish pit
bull who refuses to lose (“Whether it’s happened or not is irrelevant — it is true!”), the ensemble
is uniformly fantastic.
Iannucci is best known on
these shores — if he’s known at
all — as Steve Coogan’s principal collaborator on the brilliant
comedy series “Knowing Me,
Knowing You ... “ and “I’m Alan
Partridge.” (Coogan pops up here
in a funny cameo.) Thanks to
“The Thick of It,” Iannucci has
mastered his self-styled form of
giant-sized, whip-smart scripts
and partial improvisation.
The rhythms and power plays
of politics are the bloody heart
of the film, but — without showing off — Iannucci makes room
for all sorts of incisive observations about gender cliquishness in
politics and Britain’s inferiority
complex in the face of American
swagger. With a bite that’s going
to leave a mark, “In the Loop” is
the year’s best comedy to date.
Not MPAA rated. One hour, 49
minutes.
— Peter Canavese

Funny People --(Century 16, Century 20) Judd
Apatow is on a Hollywood roll
with no end in sight. “The 40
Year Old Virgin” and “Knocked
Up” were smash hits, and Apatow
and his motley crew of players are
hotter than hot.
But this one’s a departure from
Apatow’s stylistic raunch-fests:
a deeper, darker piece that may
not play to his comic-minded
fan base. Focused on one man’s
journey through the psychological perils of show-biz, “Funny”
spins a yarn of mega-famous co-

median George Simmons (Adam
Sandler) who’s at the top of his
game when he is diagnosed with
acute myeloid leukemia.
A wake-up call, to be sure, and
George is clueless about where to
turn next. He begins by turning
back to his roots and doing small
sets at L.A.’s Improv Club, giving a sober look-see to the young
talent coming up the ranks. One
of those fledgling funnymen is
Ira Wright (Seth Rogen), who
George taps to write some jokes
for his next big gig.
One gag leads to another and
Ira finds himself as George’s
personal assistant: working material, fetching drinks and talking
his boss to sleep in his cavernous
mega-mansion. Cars, girls, private jets and cash; it’s a heady but
lonely existence.
Wanting to right the wrongs of
his past, George requests audiences with snubbed friends and
family members, and re-connects
with ex-love Laura (Apatow’s
real-life wife, Leslie Mann) who
admits she never got over the hurt
of their break-up nor over the man
himself.
Things get messy: potential
separations, conflicting diagnoses and the like. The pacing is
fractured, long-winded stretches
punctuated with short brilliant
bits and poignant darts that sometimes miss the target and just as
often hit the bull’s-eye.
Sandler gives a fine, weighty
performance as the somber comic
who has unconsciously let fame
eat away at his inner human, but
Rogen is the prize: sweet, sensitive and indisputably authentic.
The funniest moments belong
to cameos and smaller parts by
Eminem, Ray Romano, Torsten
Voges as lanky Swedish cancer
specialist Dr. Lars, and Eric Bana
as Laura’s philandering hubby.
Apatow’s gross-out and sometimes cruel humor is up front and
center, even in your face — endless references to unspeakable
body parts, awkward mocking,
etc. — but watered down with
genuine feeling about the fleeting
nature of life and love. Flawed,
yes, but a newer, more mature
chapter in the Apatow book, and
I like what I see.
Rated: R for language, crude
humor and sexuality. Two hours,
20 minutes.
— Jeanne Aufmuth

NOW PLAYING

CHECK LOCAL LISTINGS FOR THEATERS AND SHOWTIMES
SORRY, NO PASSES ACCEPTED FOR THIS ENGAGEMENT

ROLLING STONE

HILARIOUS.

“

Adam Sandler’s best performance ever.
Seth Rogen, wonderful throughout, is a hoot.”
Peter Travers

UNIVERSAL PICTURES AND COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENT IN ASSOCIATION WITH RELATIVITY MEDIA AN APATOW/MADISON 23 PRODUCTION
A JUDD APATOW FILM ADAM SANDLER SETH ROGEN LESLIE MANN “FUNNY PEOPLE” ERIC BANA JONAH HILL JASON SCHWARTZMAN
MUSIC
EXECUTIVE
BY JASON SCHWARTZMAN MICHAEL ANDREWS PRODUCERS SETH ROGEN EVAN GOLDBERG JACK GIARRAPUTO
PRODUCED
WRITTEN AND
BY JUDD APATOW CLAYTON TOWNSEND BARRY MENDEL DIRECTED BY JUDD APATOW
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
SOUNDTRACK ON
CONCORD RECORDS

© 2009 UNIVERSAL STUDIOS

SOUNDTRACK FEATURES EXCLUSIVE RECORDINGS BY JAMES TAYLOR, WILCO
PLUS SONGS BY COCONUT RECORDS, NEIL DIAMOND, JOHN LENNON, PAUL McCARTNEY AND MORE!
 $%$ #%%#$$ (%$
MOBILE USERS: For Showtimes - Text FUNNY with your ZIP CODE to 43KIX (43549)!

To view the trailers for “In The
Loop” and “Funny People,” go to
Palo Alto Online at www.PaloAltoOnline.com

Think Globally, Post Locally.
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Movies

    

“Sublime… one of the most evocative
films about an artist I’ve ever seen.”
-David Edelstein, NEW YORK MAGAZINE

MOVIE TIMES

“ Miraculous!”
-Roger Ebert, CHICAGO SUN-TIMES

“Exceptional!”
-Kenneth Turan, LOS ANGELES TIMES

NOW PLAYING!

Fri 7/31 ONLY The Hurt Locker
1:15, 2:45, 4:15, 5:45, 7:15, 8:45, 10:15
Sat 8/1 ONLY The Hurt Locker
1:15, 4:15, 7:15, 10:15
Sun thru Thurs 8/2-8/6 The Hurt Locker
1:45, 4:45, 7;45

(500) Days of Summer
(PG-13) ---1/2
Aliens in the Attic (PG)
(Not Reviewed)
Bruno (R) -1/2
DCI 2009: Big, Loud & Live 6
(Not Rated) (Not Reviewed)
Food, Inc. (PG) ---1/2
Funny People (R) --G-Force (PG) (Not Reviewed)
The Hangover (R) ---1/2
Harry Potter and the
Half-Blood Prince (PG) ---1/2
The Hurt Locker (R) ---1/2

Sponsored by

Ice Age: Dawn of the
Dinosaurs (PG) --1/2
In the Loop
(Not Rated) ---1/2
Orphan (R) (Not Reviewed)

®
A musical by
ALAIN BOUBLIL and
CLAUDE-MICHEL SCHÖNBERG

performed entirely by students

Based on the novel by
VICTOR HUGO
Music by
CLAUDE-MICHEL SCHÖNBERG

Aug. 1 - 9

Lyrics by
HERBERT KRETZMER

Mountain View Center
for the Performing Arts

Century 16: Fri.-Wed. at 11:50 a.m.; 2:15, 5, 7:30 & 9:55 p.m. Century 20: 11:50 a.m.; 2:15, 5:05,
7:30 & 9:55 p.m.
Century 16: Fri.-Wed. at 11:40 a.m.; 1:55, 4:15, 7 & 9:20 p.m. Century 20: 11:30 a.m.; 2, 4:20, 7 &
9:15 p.m.
Century 16: Fri.-Wed. at 12:05 & 5:55 p.m. Century 20: 8:15 & 10:40 p.m.
Century 16: Thu. at 3:30 p.m.
Aquarius: Fri.-Wed. at 3, 5:30 & 8 p.m. Thu. at 1:30, 4 & 9:15 p.m.
Century 16: Fri.-Wed. at 11:30 a.m.; 12:45, 2, 2:45, 4, 5:15, 6, 7:15, 8:30, 9:15 & 10:30 p.m. Century 20: 11 a.m.; 12:40, 1:30, 2:30, 3:55, 4:45, 5:45, 7:10, 8:10, 9:05 & 10:25 p.m.
Century 16: In 3D at noon, 2:20, 4:50, 7:20 & 9:40 p.m. Century 20: 12:05, 2:20, 4:35, 7 & 9:20
p.m. In 3D at 11 a.m.; 1:15, 3:30, 5:45, 8 & 10:15 p.m.
Century 16: Fri.-Wed. at 12:20, 3, 5:30, 8 & 10:25 p.m. Century 20: 12:25, 3, 5:30, 7:55 & 10:40
p.m.
Century 16: Fri.-Wed. at 11:45 a.m.; 1:15, 3:10, 4:40, 7:10, 8:10 & 10:35 p.m. Century 20: 11:10
a.m.; 12:15, 2:35, 3:40, 6, 7:05, 9:40 & 10:25 p.m. Fri., Sat. & Mon.-Thu. also at 1:25 & 4:55 p.m.
Century 20: 12:45, 3:50, 6:50 & 9:50 p.m. Palo Alto Square: Fri.-Sat. at 1:15, 4:15, 7:15 & 10:15
p.m. Fri. also at 2:45, 5:45 & 8:45 p.m. Sun.-Thu. at 1:45, 4:45 & 7:45 p.m.
Century 16: Fri.-Wed. at 11:55 a.m.; 2:40, 5:20, 7:50 & 10:15 p.m. Century 20: 12:50, 3:10, 5:35,
8:05 & 10:35 p.m.
Aquarius: 2, 4:30, 7 & 9:30 p.m.

Century 16: Fri.-Wed. at 1, 4:20, 7:25 & 10:20 p.m. Century 20: 11:05 a.m.; 1:50, 4:40, 7:35 &
10:30 p.m.
Century 16: Fri.-Wed. at 12:30, 3:20, 7:05 & 9:45 p.m. Century 20: 11:25 a.m.; 2:15, 5, 7:40 &
The Proposal (PG-13) --10:10 p.m.
Public Enemies (R) -Century 16: Fri.-Wed. at 3:15 & 9:50 p.m. Century 20: 1, 4:10, 7:20 & 10:30 p.m.
The Rocky Horror Picture
Guild: Sat. at midnight.
Show (Not Rated) (Not Reviewed)
Seraphine (Not Rated)
Guild: 2:30, 5:30 & 8:30 p.m. Sat. & Sun. also at 11:30 a.m.
(Not Reviewed)
Star Trek (PG-13) ---1/2
Century 16: Fri.-Wed. at 12:15 & 6:55 p.m.
Transformers: Revenge of the Century 16: Fri.-Wed. at 2:35 & 7:55 p.m. Century 20: 12:20, 3:45, 7:05 & 10:20 p.m.
Fallen (PG-13) (Not Reviewed)
The Ugly Truth (R)
Century 16: Fri.-Wed. at 12:10, 2:30, 5:05, 7:40 & 10:05 p.m. Century 20: 11:45 a.m.; 12:55, 2:25,
(Not Reviewed)
3:20, 4:50, 5:40, 7:15, 8:10, 9:45 & 10:35 p.m.
Up (PG) ---Century 16: Fri.-wed. at 11:35 a.m.; 2:25, 4:55, 7:35 & 10 p.m. Century 20: 11:15 a.m.; 1:40, 4:15,
6:55 & 9:25 p.m.
( Skip it (( Some redeeming qualities ((( A good bet (((( Outstanding

Specially adapted and licensed by
MUSIC THEATRE INTERNATIONAL
and CAMERON MACKINTOSH

Tickets and Information:

650.903.6000

Aquarius: 430 Emerson St., Palo Alto (266-9260)

Guild: 949 El Camino Real, Menlo Park (266-9260)

Century Cinema 16: 1500 N. Shoreline Blvd.,
Mountain View (800-326-3264)

Internet address: For show times, plot synopses,
trailers and more information about films playing,
go to Palo Alto Online at http://www.PaloAltoOnline.
com/

Century 20 Downtown: 825 Middlefield Road,
Redwood City (800-326-3264)

www.pytnet.org
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CinéArts at Palo Alto Square: 3000 El Camino
Real, Palo Alto (493-3456)

Movies
STANFORD THEATRE
The Stanford Theatre is at 221 University Ave. in Palo Alto. Go to www.stanfordtheatre.org or call 650-324-3700.

Roman Holiday (1953) Escaped princess Audrey Hepburn meets
reporter Gregory Peck in a Rome-antic escapade. Fri.-Mon. at
7:30 p.m. Sat.-Sun. also at 3:35 p.m.
Midnight (1939) A millionaire sets up a chorus girl (Claudette
Colbert) to ruin his wife’s affair with another man. Fri.-Mon. at 5:45
& 9:40 p.m.
The Wicked Lady (1945) A 17th-century lady becomes a dastardly highwayman in disguise. Tue.-Thu. at 7:30 p.m.
Madonna of the Seven Moons (1945) A traumatic experience
makes a woman lead a double life. Tue.-Thu. at 5:30 and 9:25 p.m.

NOW PLAYING
The following is a sampling of movies
recently reviewed in the Weekly:
(500) Days of Summer ---1/2
(Century 16) The playful Generation
Y story “(500) Days of Summer” goes
against the romantic-comedy grain. Boy
meets girl. Boy thinks he understands
girl. Boy oh boy. The film takes the male
point of view; that’s not to say that Zooey
Deschanel doesn’t get a good role. But
we follow the psychological roller coaster
of Tom (Joseph Gordon-Levitt). When
he strikes up an office romance with Deschanel’s Summer, we’ve been warned.
Not only have we seen Tom distraught
from their eventual breakup, but the film’s
narrator has told us, “You should know
up front: This is not a love story.” The
film’s brilliant gimmick is to flip through
the 500 days of the relationship as if
they were in a Rolodex. With the added
resonance of this technique and very
funny observational humor, screenwriters
Scott Neustadter and Michael H. Weber
add insight to the old “boy meets girl”
formula. Rated PG-13 for sexual material
and language. One hour, 35 minutes. —
P.C. (Reviewed July 24, 2009)
Bruno -1/2
(Century 16, Century 20) Comedian Sacha Baron Cohen’s character Bruno (the
gay Austrian fashion reporter) and his antics are more likely to incite viewers than
provide opportunities for insight. Bruno
represents a homosexual stereotype that
will offend just about everyone — including the gay community — that the film’s
tacked-on message of tolerance claims
to support. Blacklisted from the fashion
runways of Milan, Bruno strikes out for
Hollywood with dreams of becoming
“the biggest Austrian superstar since
Hitler.” He doesn’t really have a plan, so
the narrative meanders from situation to
situation like a disjointed sketch comedy.
The road to fame and fortune becomes
littered with attempts to make sex tapes,
get kidnapped, and adopt a “manmagnet” baby of African descent. While
Cohen’s “Borat” holds a mirror up to
America and reveals some naked truths,

Bruno just gets naked. It’s not a pretty
sight. Rated: R for pervasive strong and
crude sexual content, graphic nudity and
language. 1 hour, 28 minutes. — S.T.
(Reviewed July 10, 2009)
Food, Inc. ---1/2
(Aquarius) This film focuses mostly on
supply, of corn-fed meat and corn-based
products, which account for a staggering
number of items on supermarket shelves
and fast-food menus. It’s all made possible by the assembly-line model, designed for its economic efficiency and
justified by its customer guarantee of
uniformity. “Food, Inc.” paints a fairly dire
picture of the stranglehold multinational
conglomerates have on our food supply.
But before you move to France, the film
offers some alternatives. Gary Hirshberg,
CEO of Stonyfield Farms, proposes beating the system by joining the system.
And for the ordinary consumer, Robert
Kenner follows the advocacy-doc formula
by hopefully ending the film with manifesto and website. Rated PG for some
thematic material and disturbing images.
One hour, 34 minutes. — P.C. (Reviewed
June 26, 2009)
Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince
---1/2
(Century 16, Century 20) Based on
the penultimate novel of J.K. Rowling’s seven-novel series, director David
Yates’ second “Harry Potter” film makes
Rowling’s characters and environs yet
richer and deeper with (coming of) age.
Hogwarts headmaster Albus Dumbledore (Michael Gambon) focuses on
preparing Harry (Daniel Radcliffe) for the
task of defeating evil. The key to defeating dark wizard Voldemort is a memory
locked away in the mind of his former
Potions professor Horace Slughorn (Jim
Broadbent, brilliant here), who reluctantly
agrees to return to his post at Hogwarts.
As Harry plies for Slughorn’s secret, the
school is thick with romantic entanglements. Harry’s best friends Hermione
(Emma Watson) and Ron (Rupert Grint)
are meant for each other, though they
haven’t yet acknowledged what’s apparent to Harry; meanwhile, Harry pines for
Ron’s sister Ginny (Bonnie Wright). Rated

PG for scary images, some violence, language and mild sensuality. Two hours, 33
minutes. — P.C. (Reviewed July 17, 2009)
The Hurt Locker ---1/2
(CineArts) Films about the Iraq War have
shown box-office hoodoo, but director
Kathryn Bigelow locates in “The Hurt
Locker” both the expected and unexpected drama of an Army bomb squad
in 2004 Baghdad. Bigelow immediately
establishes her action dynamics and
inhospitable setting in a gripping opening sequence of Bravo Company going
about its work of locating, sizing up and
defusing IEDs. One member of the company will not survive, which opens the
door for Staff Sgt. William James (Jeremy
Renner) to join the team. Despite his
precise skill, he’s exasperatingly cavalier,
and his disregard of safety protocols
can be taken as no-nonsense or pure
nonsense, depending on one’s point of
view. To James’ shaken colleagues, their
new commander is himself a ticking time
bomb. Rated R for language and war
violence. Two hours, 1 minute. — P.C.
(Reviewed July 10, 2009)

EDGE HAIR

SPECIAL SUMMER PROMO
Complimentary Scalp Treatment
for ﬁrst time clients

THE FATE OF THE WORLD IS ON THE LINE

“BRILLIANT...

EVERY ACTOR IN THE CAST IS
TOUCHED
BY THE COMIC GOD.”
MICK LASALLE, SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE
“THE AUDIENCE IS
LIKELY TO DIE LAUGHING.

LINE BY FILTHY LINE, SCENE BY CHAOTIC
SCENE, BY FAR THE FUNNIEST BIG-SCREEN
SATIRE IN RECENT MEMORY.”

Edge Hair offers hair styling and coloring services in the heart
of beautiful downtown Palo Alto. Our stylists are trained in the
latest techniques to stay on the cutting edge of hair care.

We proudly feature:

A.O. SCOTT, THE NEW YORK TIMES

A NEW COMEDY BY
ARMANDO IANNUCCI

tokyo paris new york
PETER
CAPALDI

TOM
GINA
JAMES
HOLLANDER MCKEE GANDOLFINI
IFCFILMS.COM

STARTS FRIDAY, JULY 31TH

EDGE HAIR SALON
250 UNIVERSITY AVE., SUITE 103
(CORNER OF RAMONA ST)
PALO ALTO
650.462.1000
WWW.EDGEHAIRSALON.COM

AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE ON VIDEO ON DEMAND
STARTING JULY 29TH. CHECK LOCAL LISTINGS.

WE NOW CARRY PROPANE!
Just in time for your summer
cookouts and parties!

Canisters are now available for pick- up,
drop-off and exchange.

875 Alma Street, Palo Alto, CA (650) 327-7222
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Eating Out
RESTAURANT REVIEW

Re-energized and relocated
St. Michael’s Alley lures with stylish surroundings,
excels with satisfying, earthy cuisine

I

n college (OK, it’s been a few
years) I survived on frozen
Swanson Chicken Pot Pies. My
local grocery store often had them
on sale as a price leader for 49
cents. Perpetually short on funds,
I ate pot pies for both lunch and
dinner for weeks on end. Upon
graduation, I swore I’d never look
another pot pie in the eye.
I changed my tune, though, after glimpsing St. Michael’s Alley’s
chicken pot pie ($19) being delivered to another table just as we
were being seated. After delightful
appetizers, my deep-dish, oversized pot pie arrived, piping hot
from the oven, with a golden crust
of puff pastry that had oozed over
the sides while it baked.
As I pierced the crust with my
fork, a steam vent of appetizing
aromas released. Loaded with garden-fresh peas, miniature carrots,

green onions, leeks and big chunks
of white meat, the pie was creamy,
crusty and crunchy.
The presentation was so eyecatching that it elicited oohs and
ahhs from an adjacent table. It
took some time for the pie to cool
enough to dig into, but the savory
pleasures were worth the wait.
Chef CJ Hammer told me that the
pot pie was flavored with a pinch of
nutmeg added to the white wine,
cream and chicken stock base, and
a dark roux bound the mixture.
Gruyere cheese was added to the
puff pastry to achieve the flaky pliable crust he has perfected.
This is the all-new St. Michael’s
Alley at the corner of High Street
and Homer Avenue, by the way, just
around the corner from the original location on Emerson Street in
downtown Palo Alto. According to
co-owner Michael Sabina, the orig-

Veronica Weber

by Dale F. Bentson

The chicken pot pie is much bigger
than this photo.
inal site is still used for weekend
brunch and private parties. Soon,
though, he hopes to start work converting the old space into a neighborhood pizza/pasta bistro.
Sabina, and co-owner/wife Jennifer Youll, designed and built the

DINNER BY THE MOVIES AT SHORELINE’S

Pizzeria Venti

new space. It took them two-anda-half years. Sabina, a mechanical
engineer, was aided by family and
friends who came from across the
country to assist in the build-out.
“We used a long felled walnut
tree from a friend’s property in
Woodside to make the bar. I fashioned five different options for
Jenny on wainscoting. We drilled
through the concrete floor for mechanicals. We recycled and salvaged everywhere we could,” he
said.
The results are first-rate. The
space is divided into two separate
rooms — three if the outdoor patio
is included. One room houses the
warm and cozy bar that includes a
long striped banquette with tables.
The dining room is more sophisticated in design with caramel-colored walls topping head-high white
wainscoting. Contemporary lighting and smart tables and chairs
complete an elegant dynamic.
Daytime, the patio is the preferred
spot. The orangey umbrellas glow
in the midday sunshine, making
both food and patron look healthy
and vibrant.

The menu will soon segue into
more summery fare but, overall,
the food and service have never
been better. Perhaps it was just my
perception; perhaps the new space
did reenergize the staff.
Appetizers included bruschetta
($6), an Italian appetizer America has taken many liberties with.
While not the classic bruschetta
of garlic-rubbed toast beneath
chopped fresh tomatoes and basil,
the St. Michael’s version was appealing. Six toasted baguette slices
were smeared with goat cheese and
topped with tomato-herb relish that
featured basil, oregano, rosemary,
garlic, green onion, balsamic vinegar and olive oil.
I enjoyed the artichoke and
cheese tart ($7), which was as artistically pleasing as it was good to
eat. It was a flavorful, rich cheese
custard, similar to quiche, but even
lighter.
Ginger prawn lollipops ($9) were
another hit. The Vietnamese-styled
complex dipping sauce enlivened
the crispy, fresh-tasting crustaceans.
Also noteworthy was the earthy

Scaloppine di vitello al Marsala
The town of Marsala is a seaport city located in the Province of
Trapani on the island of Sicily in Italy. The low coast on which it is
situated is the westernmost point of the island. It is best known
as the source of Marsala wine. Chicken Marsala is an ancient
dish made with this wonderful wine. So great was thought the
power of this wine, a Greek warlord even believed his men fought
with more ﬂair by drinking a little before battle. But it was the
English who settled in Sicily in the early 1800’s who are credited
with “upgrading” the dish with the use of veal. It is our distinct
pleasure to offer Scaloppine di vitello al Marsala as this week’s
special dish. Buon appetito! Pizzeria Venti/Chef Marco Salvi

Scaloppine di vitello al Marsala
= 105/&6'#-.'&#--+0/3
= 4#$-'3100/30-+6'0+-
=--152103'<052
= #-4#/&1'11'2404#34'
= -#2)'3*#--04.+/%'&

= 105/&(2'3*$5440/.53*
rooms, sliced
=@%51&29#23#-#7+/'
= %-06')#2-+%%*011'&
= 4#$-'3100/$544'2

To prepare

1390 Pear Ave., Mountain View
(650) 254-1120
www.mvpizzeriaventi.com
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Hours:
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Thursday
9 a.m. to 11 p.m. Friday through Saturday
9 a.m. to 10 p.m. Sunday

Add 2 tablespoon olive oil in a skillet over medium-high heat.
Lightly season the veal with salt and pepper coat each medallion
in ﬂour, shaking to remove excess ﬂour. Place in the heated skillet
until golden brown on each side, about 5 minutes. Remove medallions from the skillet, place in a baking dish covered with foil, and
keep warm in the preheated oven until ready to serve.
Heat the remaining olive oil in the skillet over medium low heat,
and sauté the shallot, garlic and mushrooms, scraping up any
browned bits, until shallots are tender. Increase heat to medium
high, and stir in the Marsala. Cook and stir until thickened. Remove from heat, and whisk in the butter until melted. Pour sauce
over the veal and serve with a wedge of lemon. Serves 4
Archive recipe
©VentiCorp 2003

wild mushroom cake ($6) topped
with crispy leeks and garlic herb
sauce. The mushrooms, of course,
vary by season. Currently, chef
Hammer uses portabella, oyster
and white button mushrooms added
to white wine, leek oil, green onions, chives, eggs, cream and panko
breadcrumbs.
For main courses, the spring pea
risotto ($17) was a solid bet. Creamy
and rich, the still-firm grains of rice
were studded with leeks, bits of asparagus and wild mushrooms.
Pan-roasted juicy Alaskan halibut
($26) sat atop smashed Yukon gold
potatoes infused with sundried tomato beurre blanc sauce. Steamed
asparagus with fresh pesto completed the boldly flavored plate.
Fresh briny seared sea scallops
($23) were served with zesty ginger-lime beurre blanc risotto topped
with fresh mango. Baby bok choy
splashed with lime gremolata (parsley, garlic, lime peel) balanced that
delicious dish.
Desserts did not disappoint.
Strawberry bread pudding ($7.50)
was warm and ever so slightly
crunchy. It was delicious with the
vanilla bean crème anglaise and
whipped cream.
Raspberry parfait ($8) was a festive frozen puck layered with honey-almond mousse, raspberry sauce
and whipped cream, especially
refreshing on temperate evenings.
Chocolate layer cake ($7.50) was
appropriately dense and gooey, rich,
with a resonant note of sweetness,
yet not cloying.
Wine prices are fair and many are
offered by the glass. Rosés are particularly delightful this time of year.
Sabina said he is making an effort
to wean many patrons away from
white zinfandel (the mere thought
makes me shiver) and onto the more
delicious rosés. Corkage fee is $20.
“We stock 120 to 150 wines and
try to keep at least two-thirds of
them as local as possible,” Sabina
said, mentioning several from the
Santa Cruz Mountains. The list is
augmented with Napa and Monterey
County wines and an occasional import.
Unlike the original St. Michael’s
Alley, the new restaurant offers a
full bar with specialty cocktails.
I liked the old St. Mike’s just fine
but I am enamored with the new edition. The ambiance is cozy and stylish, the food lively and engaging, the
service friendly and knowledgeable.
With an ever-evolving menu, it’s the
kind of place I will never tire of. N

St. Michael’s Alley
140 Homer Ave.
Palo Alto
650-326-2530
www.stmikes.com

FREE
DELIVERY

Book your
Rehearsal Dinners,
Business Meetings
and Receptions at

(with min. order)

“THE BEST
PIZZA WEST
OF NEW YORK”
—Ralph Barbieri
KNBR 680

PATIO IS OPEN

880 Santa Cruz Ave
Menlo Park

FOR YOUR PRVATE EVENTS!

(at University Drive)

27 University Avenue ■ Palo Alto ■ (650) 321-9990
www.macarthurparkpaloalto.com

(650) 329-8888

Buy 1 entree
and get the 2nd one

with coupon
(Dinner Only)

,UNCH "UFFET - & s /RGANIC 6EGGIES s 2ESERVATION !CCEPTED

369 Lytton Avenue
Downtown Palo Alto
462-5903
Family owned and operated
for 15 years

w w w. j a n t a i n d i a n r e s t a u r a n t . c o m

Staff reports for agendized items are available via the City’s
main website at www.cityofpaloalto.org and also at the
Planning Division Front Desk, 5th Floor, City Hall, after 2:00
PM on the Friday preceding the meeting date. Copies will be
made available at the Development Center should City Hall be
closed on the 9/80 Friday.
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1.

4261 and 4273 El Camino Real: Requests for: (1) an
Amendment to the Zoning Map to Change the Zone
Designation of an approximately 13,200 square foot
portion of Dinah’s Hotel property from the RM-15
(Residential Multi-Family) Zone to CS(L)(D) (Service
Commercial with Landscape and Site and Design
Review Combining Districts) Zoning and (2) a Resolution
Amending the Comprehensive Plan Land Use Designation
of the same property from Multiple Family Residential to
Commercial Hotel at 4261 and 4273 El Camino Real.
Environmental Assessment: An Initial Study has been
completed and a draft Negative Declaration has been
prepared in accordance with the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) requirements.

2.

Initiation of Zoning Amendments addressing Basement
Construction.

NOTICE OF VACANCIES ON THE
ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD
FOR THREE TERMS ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 2012
(Terms of Lew, Solnick, and Wasserman)
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the City Council is seeking
applications for the Architectural Review Board from persons
interested in serving on one of three terms ending September 30,
2012.
Eligibility Requirements: The Architectural Review Board is composed
of ﬁve members who serve without pay. The Commissioners shall
not be Council Members, ofﬁcers, or employees of the City. At least
three of the Commissioners shall be architects, landscape architects,
building designers or other design professionals. There are no
residency requirements for this Commission. Regular meetings are
at 8:00 am on the ﬁrst and third Thursdays of each month.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: Minutes of July 22, 2009
NEXT MEETING: Regular Meeting of August 26, 2009

The Architectural Review Board is charged with design review of all
new construction, changes and additions to commercial, industrial
and multiple-family projects.


 Credit cards



 Lot Parking



access

Please be advised the Planning and Transportation
Commission shall conduct a regular meeting at 7:00 PM,
Wednesday, August 12, 2009 in the Civic Center, Council
Chambers, 1st Floor, 250 Hamilton Avenue, Palo Alto,
California. Any interested persons may appear and be heard
on these items.

Public Hearings:

Deadline for receipt of applications in the City Clerk’s Ofﬁce is 5:30
p.m., Monday, August 24, 2009. If one of the incumbents does not
apply, the ﬁnal deadline for non-incumbents will be Monday, August
31, 2009.

 Takeout
 Highchairs
 Wheelchair

(650) 961-6666

NOTICE OF A PUBLIC HEARING
of the Palo Alto
Planning & Transportation Commission

Ê

Application forms and appointment information are available in the
City Clerk’s Ofﬁce, 250 Hamilton Avenue, Palo Alto, (650) 3292571, or may be obtained on the website at www.cityofpaloalto.org/
knowzone/agendas/architectural.asp.

 Full Bar

(1 block from
El Camino)

New Business:

Hours: Dinner: Tue.-Sat.
5:30-9:30 p.m. Lunch: Tue.Fri. 11:30 a.m.-2 p.m. Brunch:
Sat.-Sun. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Reservations

790 Castro St
Mountain View

Banquet
Catering
Outdoor
seating
Noise level:
Low

DONNA J. GRIDER
City Clerk

Bathroom
Cleanliness:
Excellent

There are no residency requirements for the Architectural Review
Board.

Questions. Any questions regarding the above applications,
please contact the Planning Department at (650) 329-2440.
The ﬁles relating to these items are available for inspection
weekdays between the hours of 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM. This
public meeting is televised live on Government Access
Channel 26.
ADA. The City of Palo Alto does not discriminate against
individuals with disabilities. To request accommodations to
access City facilities, services or programs, to participate at
public meetings, or to learn more about the City’s compliance
with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA), please
contact the City’s ADA Coordinator at 650.329.2550 (voice)
or by e-mailing: ada@cityofpaloalto.org.
***
Curtis Williams, Interim Planning Director
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PIZZA
Pizza Chicago 424-9400
4115 El Camino Real, Palo Alto

of the week

This IS the best pizza in town
Spot A Pizza 324-3131
115 Hamilton Ave, Palo Alto
Voted Best Pizza in Palo Alto
www.spotpizza.com

Always a local favorite!
"2%!+&!34 s ,5.#( s $)..%2

AMERICAN

CHINESE

Armadillo Willy’s 941-2922

Peking Duck 856-3338

We also deliver.

Dinner Mon-Thurs 5-10pm; Fri-Sat 5-11pm;

Hobee’s 856-6124
4224 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
Also at Town & Country Village,

Available for private luncheons
To Go: 322–4631
Winner, Palo Alto Weekly “Best Of”

Lounge open nightly

Dine-In, Take-Out, Local Delivery-Catering

8 years in a row!

INDIAN

SEAFOOD

Darbar Indian Cuisine 321-6688

Cook’s Seafood 325-0604

129 Lytton, Downtown Palo Alto

751 El Camino Real, Menlo Park

Lunch Buffet M-F; Open 7 days

TO W

E

BEST OF

Happy Hour Mon-Fri 4-6 pm

3950 Middlefield Rd., Palo Alto
(Charleston Shopping Center)

AL

Y

Burmese & Chinese Cuisine

Every year since 1991
by Palo Alto Weekly

Dining Phone: 323–6852

Green Elephant Gourmet
(650) 494-7391

Sun 4:30 - 9:30pm

KL

Burmese

Su Hong – Menlo Park

E

Palo Alto 327-4111

4269 El Camino Real, Palo Alto

O

Range: $5.00-13.00

Trader Vic’s 849-9800
2310 El Camino Real, Palo Alto

PA L

1031 N. San Antonio Rd., Los Altos

POLYNESIAN

Seafood Dinners from

2008

(ALL OF &AME 7INNER
!WARDED "EST "REAKFAST
 %L #AMINO 2EAL s 0ALO !LTO

650.856.6124
 4OWN  #OUNTRY 6ILLAGE
0ALO !LTO3TANFORD

650.327.4111
CHINESE

Janta Indian Restaurant 462-5903

$6.95 to $10.95

369 Lytton Ave., Downtown Palo Alto
Chef Chu’s (650) 948-2696
1067 N. San Antonio Road
on the corner of El Camino, Los Altos

Lunch Buffet M-F; Organic Veggies

ITALIAN

2008 Best Chinese
MV Voice & PA Weekly
Jing Jing 328-6885
443 Emerson St., Palo Alto
Authentic Szechwan, Hunan
Food To Go, Delivery

THAI

 #ENTRAL %XPRESSWAY
-OUNTAIN 6IEW

650.968.6050
-TN 6IEW LOCATION CLOSED FOR DINNER

Thaiphoon Restaurant 323-7700

WWWHOBEESCOM

543 Emerson St., Palo Alto
Spalti Ristorante 327-9390
417 California Ave, Palo Alto
ÝµÕÃÌiÊ`ÊUÊ"ÕÌ`ÀÊ }
www.spalti.com

JAPANESE & SUSHI

Full Bar, Outdoor Seating
www.thaiphoonrestaurant.com
Best Thai Restaurant in Palo Alto
3 Years in a Row, 2006-2007-2008

www.jingjinggourmet.com
Ming’s 856-7700

Fuki Sushi 494-9383

1700 Embarcadero East, Palo Alto

4119 El Camino Real, Palo Alto

www.mings.com

Open 7 days a Week

New Tung Kee Noodle House

MEXICAN

520 Showers Dr., MV in San Antonio Ctr.
Voted MV Voice Best ‘01, ‘02, ‘03 & ‘04

Palo Alto Sol 328-8840

STEAKHOUSE
Sundance the Steakhouse 321-6798
1921 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
Lunch: Mon-Fri 11:30 am-2:00pm
Dinner: Mon-Thu 5:00-10:00pm

Prices start at $3.75 See Coupon

408 California Ave, Palo Alto

Fri-Sat 5:00-10:30pm, Sun 5:00-9:00pm

947-8888

Õ}iÊiÕÊUÊiÃÌÞiÊ,iV«iÃ

www.sundancethesteakhouse.com
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Search a complete
listing of local
restaurant
reviews by location
or type of food on
PaloAltoOnline.com

Sports
Shorts

WOMEN’S TENNIS

Serena
survives
once again

WRAPPING IT UP . . . The Palo
Alto Oaks will put the finishing
touches on their baseball season
over the next two weekends,
starting with a doubleheader
against the Alameda Dirtdogs
on Sunday at Baylands Athletic
Center at 11:30 a.m. On August
9, Palo Alto will host the El Cerrito A’s in another doubleheader
at 11:30 a.m. In the final series,
Gabe Duran will play in his last
game. He’ll officially retire after
10 seasons with the Oaks, who
last weekend moved to within a
game of qualifying for the West
Region in Los Angeles, but fell to
league rival Fontanetti’s, 3-0, in
the semifinals of the Stan Musial
Division NorCal State Tournament
at UC Davis. Palo Alto, which won
its opener on Friday, got a solid
pitching effort from Matt Campbell in Saturday’s first game to
beat the NorCal Longhorns, 3-0.
Campbell gave up just five hits
and struck out nine batters in the
seven-inning contest.

ON THE AIR
Friday
Women’s tennis: Bank of the West
Classic, 4 p.m.; Tennis Channel (taped)

Saturday
Women’s tennis: Bank of the West
Classic, noon; ESPN2 (live)
Women’s tennis: Bank of the West
Classic, 4 p.m.; Tennis Channel (taped);
6 p.m., ESPN2

Sunday
Women’s tennis: Bank of the West
Classic, noon, ESPN2 (live); 6:30 p.m.;
Tennis Channel (taped)

SPORTS ONLINE
For expanded daily coverage of college
and prep sports, please see our new site
at www.PASportsOnline.com

by Rick Eymer

T

op-seeded Serena Williams
did her part, beating Melinda
Czink, 6-3, 7-6 (9-7), in the
second round of the Bank of the
West Classic at Stanford’s Taube
Tennis Center on Thursday.

Veronica Weber

LACROSSE NOTES . . . Menlo
College will be the site of two girls’
lacrosse camps, one beginning
Friday the other starting Wednesday. A day camp runs Friday, Saturday, Monday and Tuesday for
players in grades 3-11 with three
or less years of experience. This
camp will focus on fundamentals and runs from 1-4 p.m. An
overnight camp will feature three
sessions a day and will run Aug.
5-8 at Menlo for players in grades
7-12 with three or more years of
experience. This camp allows
players to focus on their offensive
or defensive skills and will include
video sessions. Lodging will be at
Menlo College. For camp costs
and more information, contact
Jen Lee at jlee@menloschool.org
or 303-2010. Both camps will be
directed by Michelle Uhlfelder,
a Stanford grad and two-time
world champion (on Team USA).
In other lacrosse news: four members of the Menlo-Atherton High
girls’ team this past season were
named to the 2009 US Lacrosse
Girls’ High School Academic AllAmerica Team. Those Bears honored were Casey Burnett (who’ll
attend Stanford); Alex Fanelli
(Santa Barbara City College);
Adrian Holland (Cal Poly) and Rei
Nakamura (Tulane).

Wimbledon champ
forced to tiebreaker
a second straight time

Top-seeded Serena Williams was pushed by unseeded Melinda Czink in their second-round match Thursday at
the Bank of the West Classic, before Williams held on for a 6-3, 7-6 (9-7) win at Stanford University.

Second-seeded Venus Williams
was expected to do the same in her
match against qualifier Alla Kudryavtesa later in the afternoon.
With five of the eight seeds still
playing, Friday’s quarterfinals are
shaping up to be one of the most
competitive in the WTA Tour
event’s history.
Four of the top six ranked players
were expected to reach the quarterfinals unscathed. Among the
quarterfinalists, four have been the
world’s No. 1 player at some point
in their careers, including both Williams’ sisters, Jelena Jankovic and
Maria Sharapova.
Serena Williams should feel fortunate she’s still playing after being
forced to tiebreakers in both of her
matches.
“I was just a bit off,” said Williams, playing in her first tournament since winning the singles title
at Wimbledon. “I’ve been off the
whole week. Hopefully I can get
on.”
The competition will only get
tougher for Williams, who seems to
bring out the best in her competi(continued on page 34)

A sweep of national titles a first for Stanford club
Stanford 20-under and 20-over women make some history by winning USA Water Polo championships in the same year
by Keith Peters
hile Stockton may not be
compared to Las Vegas on
a lot of lists for vacation hot
spots, coach Susan Ortwein and her
Stanford Water Polo Club players
certainly didn’t mind their six-day
stay in the valley city — especially
after winning two national titles for
the first time in program history.
Stanford swept the two titles for
the first time thanks to a 12-11 overtime win over the New York Athletic Club A team on Sunday at the
UOP Aquatic Center. The triumph
capped a 7-0 performance by Stanford in the USA Water Polo National

W

(20-over) Championships.
It was only last Thursday that the
Stanford 20-under team won its national crown with a 7-0 mark, setting the stage for Sunday’s finale.
“It was a good week,” said Ortwein, who enjoyed it even more
when she wasn’t thrown into the
pool during the postgame celebration. “The girls were just nice about
it.
“It was a great accomplishment
and not an easy one, especially winning both in overtime. The summer
goal was to play a lot of water polo,
get better and compete for championships. Playing 14 games over six

days in a national championship
tournament takes a lot of physical
and mental toughness and our ladies
handled it really well.”
Moreover, Ortwein said, her players gained valuable experience playing against Olympians plus current
and former college All-Americans.
“It was an entire team effort and
everyone did a great job in their
role,” Ortwein said. “Summer polo
is lots of fun at this level, with our
club players returning from college
(including those at Stanford) and
some of the new Stanford University
players staying, as well. We train as
a team and are proud that our club

can win these championships and
compete against the highest level.”
During its 7-0 sweep in the Senior National Championship, Stanford outscored the opposition 91-47
while using all 12 field players. Elise
Ponce started the first four matches
in goal before Cassie Wyckoff took
over the started the final three.
Wyckoff was called up from the
20-under White (B) team because
Ponce had played all seven matches
in the 20-under tournament.
“Fourteen games is a lot to have
one goalie play,” Ortwein explained.
(continued on page 34)
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Sports
BOYS’ JO WATER POLO

Silver, bronze produce
mixed feelings in final
Stanford Water Polo Club puts two teams among the final four,
but only the Stanford Red 18s come away feeling like winners

T

While Robert Dunlevie (6) and Connor Still couldn’t stop this shot, Stanford Red 18s goalie Scott Platshon did
during his team’s 7-6 victory over San Diego Shores in the third-place match of the Junior Olympics this week.
Miguel Martin de Bustamante
scored two goals to lead Stanford’s
offense while Culpan, Rudolph,
Mark Hudnall, Bishop and John
Butler all added one. Scott Platshon started in goal and was solid
throughout, after being pulled following one quarter in the morning
semifinal.
For Kreutzkamp, the four-day
tourney was a success. His team
earned a medal and played both
teams that reached the finals —
beating runnerup Lamorinda in
the quarterfinals and losing to JO
champ SoCal Black in the semis.
SoCal Black won the title with a
10-8 victory.
“I feel like we’re the second-best
team right now,” Kreutzkamp said.
Other members of the Red 18s
were James Balassone, Robert
Dunlevie, Matt Goodenough, Jed
Springer, Connor Still, Alex Whittam and Ben Dearborn.
Barnea also felt like the secondbest team following the frustrating
loss to SET in the finals. Stanford
had lost to SET in Monday’s quarterfinals, 7-4, which forced Stanford

Keith Peters

The Stanford Red 18s team was all smiles after finishing third in the S&R Sport Junior Olympics, compiling a
6-1 record with its only loss to eventual champion SoCal Black.
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Keith Peters

pion — SoCal Black.
“We wanted to play for the gold,
but our goal was to play for a medal,” said Kreutzkamp, who guided
the Stanford 16s to the gold last
summer. “We achieved our goal.”
The Stanford 18s were unbeaten
before facing SoCal Black in the
semifinals on Tuesday morning.
Stanford fell behind quickly in that
one and wound up dropping an 11-6
decision.
“We came out a little timid,” said
Stanford’s Paul Rudolph. “We were
a little nervous. It took about a half
to realize we could play with those
guys. In this (third-place) game, we
had nothing to lose.”
Stanford grabbed a 3-1 halftime
lead and led by 6-1 in the third quarter.
“It’s always easier to play with a
lead,” Rudolph added. “We did a
good job of coming back (from the
semifinal loss).”
Kreutzkamp knew his team had
more depth than San Diego Shores,
so he decided to throw as many
bodies as possible at the visitors in
attempt to tire their players. Kreutzkamp started his second team in the
first and third quarters and by the
time his starters returned for the
fourth period, Stanford held a 6-2
lead following goals by Rudolph and
David Culpan.
Scott Bishop scored for Stanford
with 5:08 left in the game for what
seemed to be a safe 7-3 lead. Stanford appeared to back off its aggressive approach, which allowed San
Diego to score three unanswered
goals at the end of the game. The
last one came with 19 seconds left
to play.

Keith Peters

by Keith Peters
he final day of the S&R Sport
Junior Olympics was a good
one for the Stanford Water
Polo Club. The Red 16s earned a
silver medal while the Red 18s took
the bronze. Despite the dual medals on the national stage, the finish
produced a mixed bag of emotions
for the Stanford coaches.
Stanford Red 18s coach Brian
Kreutzkamp was smiling and Red
16s coach Jon Barnea was not.
“We feel happy because we won
our last game,” Kreutzkamp said after his Red team finished the fourday tournament with a 6-1 mark
after holding on for a 7-6 victory
over San Diego Shores on Tuesday
afternoon. “We had a group of guys
who have been with the program a
long time. It was nice to send our
seniors out with a victory.”
Before the 18s duplicated last
summer’s JO finish, the Stanford
Red 16s played for the gold medal
but came up short in a 7-5 loss to
SET (Saddleback El Toro). It was
Stanford’s second loss to SET in its
past four matches, leaving the Reds
with a 6-2 mark and a touch of disappointment after the Platinum Division finale.
“It would have been nice to come
back and repeat,” Barnea said of last
season’s gold-medal finish in 16s.
“We had our opportunities (but) . .
. they beat us twice in this tournament. It wasn’t a lack of effort on
our part or a lack of desire. Maybe
it was a lack of execution.”
There was no lack of execution on
the part of the Stanford 18s, whose
only loss of the tournament was to
the top-seeded and eventual cham-

Thomas Agramonte scored two goals in the championship match, but
his Stanford Red 16s team still dropped a 7-5 decision to SET.
to win another match Monday night
and then a semifinal game Tuesday
morning to earn a rematch. Stanford
did just that with victories over Rose
Bowl (8-7) and SoCal Black (10-3)
in the semifinals.
After solid performances in the
previous two games, Stanford came
out flat in the finale and trailed by
4-1 at halftime. Stanford’s only goal
was by Thomas Agramonte with just
29 seconds left before the half.
“We got off to a bit of a slow start,”
Barnea said. “We weren’t able to put
the counter and they did a nice job
of putting us on our heels.”
Agramonte scored in the third
quarter and teammate Mark Garner
added another score with 1:18 left
in the period as Stanford climbed
into contention at 5-3. When Philip
Bamberg fired in a goal with 4:36
left in the fourth quarter, Stanford
trailed by just 5-4.
That, however, was as close as
Stanford was to get to the gold
medal. SET converted a five-meter
penalty shot with 2:16 to play and
scored again with a 6-on-5 advantage with 1:27 left to make it 7-4.
Bamberg took advantage of a man
advantage with 27 seconds to play
for a final goal, but it was too little
too late. Bamberg and Agramonte
each scored two goals with Garner
adding one.
“Unfortunately, when we needed

to make a stop, we didn’t,” Barnea
said.
The two losses were particularly
frustrating for the Stanford 16s, who
won the U.S. Club Championships
in Santa Barbara earlier this month
and beat SET in the semifinals.
Other members of the Stanford
squad were goalie Keegan Williams, Wade Avery, Dante Cavazos,
Casey Fleming, Emilien Fritsch,
Patrick Goodenough, Greg Guslani,
Brian Morton, Colin Mulcahy, Connor Dillon, Peter Simon and Colton
Valentine.
In other final-day contests Tuesday:
The Stanford White 18s finished 5-1-1 following a 7-6 victory
over Regency at Palo Alto High;
the SOLO 16s finished 4-3-1 after
topping Huntington Beach, 8-5, at
Menlo-Atherton High; the Stanford
Red 14s capped a 6-2 tourney showing with a 12-5 triumph over Trojan
at Sacred Heart Prep; the Stanford
Red 12s dropped a 6-5 match to
Foothill at Wilcox High and finished 2-5; and the Stanford co-ed
10s lost a 4-3 game to American
River to finish 0-5.
The girls’ portion of the tournament began Thursday and continues
through Sunday, with all the medal
matches being played at Stanford’s
Avery Aquatics Center on the final
day. ■

PREPARED
FOR DISASTER

STANFORD
HOSPITAL
IN THE
COMMUNITY

At the recent drive-thru triage pandemic
emergency drill, Stanford Hospital led the
nation in testing an innovative approach for
providing urgent medical care when thousands
may need it. We are part of a local, regional and
national network of healthcare providers and
agencies who work together to ensure that our
community is prepared for disasters of all kinds
— from major earthquakes to bio-terrorism or
pandemics. By sharing our expertise with others,
Stanford Hospital helps make everyone safer.

Visit us at: http://stanfordmedicine.org
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A Guide to
the Spiritual Community
First United Methodist Church of Palo Alto
Sunday Services – 8:30 & 10:25
Sunday School – 9:00
Rev. Love & Rev. McHugh
Ofﬁce Hours: 8-4 M-F

625 Hamilton Ave, Palo Alto

(650) 323-6167 s WWW&IRST0ALO!LTOCOM
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, UCC
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This Sunday: Animal Blessing Sunday
Pets are welcome and will receive a blessing.
Worship is in our outdoor courtyard.
An Open and Affirming Congregation of the United Church of Christ

Stanford Memorial Church
University Public Worship
Stanford Memorial Church
Sundays, 10:00 am
Sermons by the Dean, the Senior Associate Dean
and the Associate Dean for Religious Life,
as well as occasional guest speakers.
All are
welcome.
Information:
650-723-1762

Music featuring University Organist, Dr. Robert Huw Morgan,
and the Memorial Church Choir,
under the direction of Gregory Wait.
http://religiouslife.stanford.edu

Los Altos
Lutheran
Church
ELCA

Pastor David K. Bonde
Outreach Pastor
Gary Berkland
9:00 am Worship
10:30 am Education
Nursery Care Provided
Alpha Courses

Kelly Eaton (bottom row center) was named MVP while helping her Stanford teammates win the 20-over national title last weekend. Melissa Seidemann (top left) was MVP of the 20-under tourney won by Stanford.

Water polo
(continued from page 31)

“We have two really good goalies
and used them both.”
Ortwein also had nine players
from the 20-under championship
team who played on the 20-over
squad. She also had four new faces
in Kelly Eaton, Alex Koran, Kelsey
Holshouser and Wyckoff.
Eaton, the former Menlo-Atherton High standout who finished
her junior season at Stanford in the
spring, wound up being named Most
Valuable Player. Stanford University
teammate Melissa Seidemann, who
was the MVP of the 20-under tournament, would have been a good

Bank of the West
(continued from page 31)

650-948-3012
460 S. El Monte Ave., Los Altos

www.losaltoslutheran.org

We Invite You to Learn and Worship with Us.

Come to Sunday Bible Study 9 AM,
Interim Pastor Dick Spencer’s
Biblically based Sermons and
Worship Service 10:30 AM

www.fpcmv.org
1667 Miramonte (Cuesta at Miramonte) 650.968.4473

INSPIRATIONS
A resource for special events and ongoing
religious services.
To inquire about or make space reservations
for Inspirations, please contact Blanca Yoc
at 326-8210 x221 or
email byoc@paweekly.com

tors.
“She served well, especially toward the end,” Williams said Czink.
“I could have returned better, but it
was good practice.”
Serena now moves on to play
unseeded Samantha Stosur of Australia, most likely on Friday afternoon.
“She should come into the match
with a lot of confidence,” Williams
said with a smile. “She’s improved
tons, leaps and bounds. Hopefully I
can play a little better.”
With Venus Williams expecting
to move on as well, it sets up a showdown with Sharapova. That should
take place Friday night in the featured match at 7 p.m.
The Sharapova-Venus Williams
match has been highly anticipated
from the moment the draw placed

choice for another MVP honor after
scoring the winning goal in the 20over title game on Sunday.
Stanford actually trailed 9-8 toward the end of the fourth quarter before tying it at 9 after stopping NYAC, which had a player
advantage. That’s how regulation
ended.
New York AC scored first in the
first of two overtime periods for a
10-9 lead, but Eaton scored to deadlock the match heading into the second extra period.
Down to the final period, Seidemann scored for an 11-10 lead, bu
NYAC converted a penalty shot
for an 11-11 match. With the clock
ticking down, Seidemann fired in a
backhand shot from the two-meter

position with just 16 seconds to play
for the winning goal.
In addition to Seidemann, Ponce,
Koran, Holshouser, Eaton and
Wyckoff, other members of the 20over title-winning team were Pallavi Menon, Kim Krueger, Lauren
Wyckoff, Vee Dunlevie, Alyssa Lo,
Monica Coughlan, Kandis Cononica
and Cassie Churnside.
Stanford captured the USA Water
Polo Women’s 20-Under National
Championship on Thursday with
a 13-10 overtime victory over the
Santa Barbara Water Polo Club at
the UOP Aquatic Center in Stockton. The victory completed a 7-0
run in the tournament for Stanford,
which won its first national crown
since 2007. ■

the two top players in the same
bracket.
“I’m excited. I love playing against
her. It’s been a while,” Sharapova
said. “It’s great to come back and
have the chance to play against a
great player like Venus, who is at
the top of her game right now.”
Jankovic was highly favored to
beat Sabine Lisicki in the late match
and eighth-seeded Marion Bartoli
was expected to get by qualifier
Melanie Oudin. Complete results
from Thursday’s matches are available at Palo Alto Online.
Third-seeded and fourth-ranked
Elena Dementieva plays 27th-ranked
Daniela Hantuchova in the other
quarterfinal. Dementieva reached
the semifinals at Wimbledon last
month, losing to Serena in a marathon three-set match. Hantuchova
has a career-best No. 5 ranking.
“I’ve played her before,” Dementieva said of the Slovak Republic’s
Hantuchova. “It will be a tough

challenge for me.”
Serena Williams, who went on to
beat older sister Venus in the Wimbledon championship match, recorded five of her 10 aces and converted
73 percent of her first serves into
points in a fast-paced first set win.
The left-handed Czink, ranked
56th in the world, defended her side
of the court better in the second set
to challenge Williams, extending
the 11-time Grand Slam champion
to the tiebreaker.
Sharapova faces another strong
opponent as she continues her recovery from right shoulder injury
and over nine months away from
the tour.
“It’s not about one or two tournaments,” Sharapova said. “It’s going
to be a process. You have to go into
the match thinking Venus will do
everything well. She does do everything well. That’s what makes her
a champion. She’s got more Grand
Slam titles than I do.” ■

Andy Harader Tennis Camp

Through August 21
!- .//. s !'%3  

AT 0ALO !LTO (3 AND 2INCONADA 0ARK
www.andystenniscamp.com
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MONTA LOMA PLAZA

5 8 0

R E N G S T O R F F

•

M O U N T A I N

10%off

Finally!

ANY
ORDER

After a year of remodeling,
you can now enjoy your latte
& park in the parking lot!

Same Day Service
Dry Cleaning
Laundry
Alterations on Site
Wedding Dresses

Please help us celebrate
the remodel of our plaza with a

FREE
TALL
COFFEE
on us!

ONE HOUR
C

VIDEO
100,000s
Moives to chose from

!
open every day

FREE

E

A

N

E

R

S

650.967.8899 Unit F
Hours: Mon- Fri 7am-6:30pm Sat 9am – 5pm

Valid until August 16, 2009. Must present ad. One per customer please.
Effective only at the Rengstorff & Middleﬁeld Starbucks.

HOLLYWOOD

L

Must Present Coupon. Expires 8/31/09

Burgos

LAUNDROMAT
S E RV I N G O U R N E I G H B O R S S I N C E 1 9 7 9

V I E W

5¢ Wine Sale

*

Second bottle for 5¢ with
purchase of one bottle
at full price
*Select wines only

Premium
Beer
Sale
Sierra Nevada
Corona
Heineken 12 Packs

$13.99

Regular
Movie Rental*

Nail Salon

Large
Capacity

Manicure – $5
Pedicure – $15
Waxing – 20%OFF

Washers & Dryers

Acrylic set – $15

With purchase of Regular Movie Rental

UNIT E

Star’s

Coin-Op
Self Service Laundromat

650.965.0507

+tax & CRV

(W/ COUPON)

*Excludes New Releases.

650.694.7566 Unit D

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK:

Open Every Day!

Mon-Fri 10am-7pm ★ Sat-Sun 9:30am-6pm

6am-10pm

Hours: Sun–Thurs 10am-10pm Fri & Sat 10am-11am

408.203.9181 Unit G

(650) 969-4516ÊUÊ-ÕÌiÊI

MONTA LOMA PLAZA
580 RENGSTO RFF • MOUNTAIN VIEW

N 101 S

EGG ROLLS
7ITH ONE  )TEM #OMBO 0LATE
PURCHASE #HOOSE FROM 3TEAM
4ABLE -UST PRESENT COUPON
#ANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER
OFFERS %XPIRES 

LD RD

DLEFIE

OLD MID

MONTA LOMA PLAZA
W. MIDDLEFIELD RD
R

RENGSTORFF
R
ENGST
ENGSTORFF
AVE

2 PIECE

SAN ANTONIO AVE

FREE

$

CHARLESTON

CENTRAL EXPRESS WAY

Dine In Take Out Party Trays
650.961.1288 Unit J
-ONn3AT AM PM s #LOSED 3UNDAY
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Prime Retail Space Available for Lease
Contact Prime Commercial, Inc. CA
License #01481180 for more info

(408)879.4000

9

$

12

Men’s
Hair Cut

Women’s
Hair Cut

Regularly $11

Regularly $15

20off
%

Color, Perm
or Waxing

Must present coupon. Expires 8/31/09

650.965.4581 Unit H
Open Every Day!

